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Abstract      
 
The university role in society and economy is currently shifting from mere education and 
science to applied research and academic entrepreneurship. Highly competitive universities 
tend to signal about their entrepreneurial orientation by increasing rate of commercialization 
of the researches, technologies and inventions created by scholars within the institution. 
Nevertheless, despite this trend being very powerful nowadays, there are multiple hurdles in 
a way to successful commercialization. Certain criteria are required to transfer research or 
technology from university to industry which can be categorized in individual/inventor, 
institutional, technology and market perspectives. 
 
This research is mainly concentrated on studying commercialization of science based 
technological inventions from the market or business model perspectives. It also suggests 
that business model could be used by academic entrepreneurs and technology transfer offices 
as an effective tool to evaluate business opportunity created by the invention and endeavors 
to prove this suggestion on practice. In addition, this thesis reviews academic literature and 
provides in-depth view on following topics: university research commercialization and 
academic entrepreneurship, business model and business opportunity to build theoretical 
background for further analysis. 
 
The empirical part of the research was carried out on the ground of real case of 
commercialization project conducted within University of Oulu aiming to commercialize 3D 
solid-state laser scanner and create a university spin-off with this technology as main asset. 
The study follows qualitative approach based on action research. Selected method is 
especially beneficial in analyzing data collected during multiple meetings and discussions of 
project team in a period spanning around six months. The findings of the research revealed 
that examining the commercialization opportunity of science based technological invention 
is not an easy task – the evaluation process can be time consuming and requires 
comprehensive market research on each business opportunity. Proposed business model 
framework can be used to evaluate and, thus, identify most promising commercialization 
opportunities created by university based technologies, but under certain conditions. First, 
important market information on each application area should be available, so researchers 
should engage themselves into active information search from early stages. Second, real data 
from potential customers is required especially in case of emerging industry domains in 
order to answer the main questions making the evaluation process by academic entrepreneur 
possible – can the opportunity be considered as feasible and desirable. Addressing these 
queries carries predictive and very subjective nature, but positive assessment enables 
decision making, thus, being extremely important in entrepreneurship. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, university spin-offs introducing to the market technological 

breakthroughs based on years of academic research and experience are ones of the 

main drivers of economic growth and innovation (Bower, 2003). However, the 

process of commercialization of technological inventions via new venture creation or 

licensing might be challenging for most academic entrepreneurs since researchers 

rarely have in mind the exact application for their technology on the research and 

development stages.  

In addition, the scope of different possibilities might be very wide discovering more 

and more business opportunities for technology commercialization each of which 

should be assessed to find the most optimal way to start a successful business out of 

technology. Bringing the parallel with technology startups, despite having a single 

solution, university ones have multiple ways to commercialize their inventions each 

of which might bring completely different outcomes (Chesbrough, 2010). 

This arises extremely important issues such as how to identify and examine different 

commercialization opportunities for science based technologies and how to choose 

the best way to commercialize the most viable one.  

To overcome these challenges both identification of business opportunities 

associated with university based technologies and their evaluation are considered to 

be critical factors influencing on the overall success of the new venture especially at 

the early development stage. The success of technology commercialization and 

entrepreneurship also depends on how well the value was created or captured 

(Muegge, 2012) and one of the best ways to do so is business model (Amit & Zott, 

2001; Shafer et al., 2005; Chersbrough & Rosenbloom, 2002). 

It is already known and confirmed that business model can be utilized as a tool to 

exploit business opportunity (Zott and Amit, 2010), but in the context of university 

based technology commercialization due to its dynamic nature it can also serve as the 
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key to opportunities exploration (Doganova & Eyquem-Renault, 2009) and their 

assessment.  

This study being explorative in nature aims to research business models and their 

evaluation in the context of academic entrepreneurship and suggests that 

commercialization opportunities arisen with university based research and 

technologies can be identified and evaluated with the help of business modeling at all 

stages, but especially when the technological invention is still under development 

and might be applied to very different areas. 

1.1 Research gap and research question  

Concept of business opportunity being central issue in current academic literature in 

entrepreneurship is still very fragmented and lacks common theoretical grounds, 

frameworks and terminology (Williams & Wood, 2015). Entrepreneurship literature 

agrees upon the view that opportunity develops over the time when crossing 

following steps – recognition or discovery, evaluation and exploitation (Arsichvili et 

al., 2003; Shane & Venkataraman, 2000). Although a lot of research is devoted to 

areas of business opportunity identification and exploitation (Ardichvili et al., 2003; 

Baron, 2006; Shane & Venkataraman, 2000), the area of opportunity evaluation 

deems to be uncovered and, thus, open for further research.  

There is also no systematic approach to researching opportunity evaluation, however 

some attempts to explain the concept of opportunities assessments have been made 

within different contexts such as international business where opportunities created 

by entrance to foreign markets are evaluated (Oviatt & McDougall, 2005), strategic 

management which juxtaposes strategic opportunities and threats (Denrell et al., 

2003) and technology management literature observing the decision making 

regarding new product lines which require certain time and resources to be 

developed (Zahra, 2008). Therefore, although the importance of opportunity 

evaluation is somewhat recognized it deserves more attention from the scholars in 

different domains.  
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Currently there is an increasing tendency towards considering the opportunity 

evaluation as a bridge between initial opportunity identification and entrepreneurial 

action taken (Williams & Wood, 2015) which inspires even more motivation to 

researching the phenomenon especially within entrepreneurship literature. This thesis 

also aims to contribute to the area of opportunity evaluation but in specific context of 

academic entrepreneurship and assumes that business modeling can be utilized to 

evaluate opportunities.  

Business modeling is also considered to be a relatively recent phenomenon, but 

already gaining popularity both in utilizing by entrepreneurs and scholar researchers 

for its future oriented perspective as a tool to create and capture the value for 

businesses and connect strategic management decisions and plans with their practical 

implementation (Ahokangas et al., 2015).  

However, the concept of business model has been criticized as well and the main 

argument is the conceptual ambiguity of the business model (Zott, 2013). The 

opponents to the business model claim that a lot of academic and functional 

disciplines shape business model theory, but it does not belong to any of the 

theoretical areas, however now it seems that the conflict is resolved by presenting 

business model as the new analysis unit which provides the opportunity to gain and 

examine the holistic view on the ways business is conducted (Stampfl, Prügl & 

Osterloh, 2013).  

Numerous researches are already done on the issue including the conceptualization 

of business models (Fielt, 2013), business models from the strategic perspective 

(Afuah, 2004), value creation and value capture (Bowman & Ambrosini, 2000) and 

business model innovation (Chesbrough, 2010) and evolution (Demil & Lecocq, 

2010). Dynamics of business model’s creation, innovation and transformation where 

it is explained as a useful mean to cope with environmental uncertainty and bring 

such concepts as action, business context and experiential learning together to 

develop practices for successful business model creation and transformation is also 

thoroughly researched (Ahokangas & Myllykoski, 2014).  
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Furthermore, the researchers attempt to characterize and determine essential features 

of the best, the most successful or “winning” business models where customers, 

business context, competition and network externalities are considered to be of a 

prior importance (Casadesus-Masanell & Ricart, 2011). Some scholars devoted their 

researches to studying scalability and its application to the business model concept 

(Yrjölä, Ahokangas and Matinmikko, 2015).  

This research is dedicated to the exploration of business model concept in the context 

of science based technological inventions commercialization. So, two main outcomes 

of the research are expected on theoretical and empirical levels. 

On theoretical level the research aim is to describe the early stage process of 

commercialization of science based technological inventions through identifying and 

evaluating the most viable business opportunity and building business model around 

it. In addition, this study is going to increase understanding about such phenomena as 

business opportunity and business model in the context of academic 

entrepreneurship, contribute to business model assessment literature which is quite 

narrow now and show the relationships between business opportunity and business 

model from both exploration and exploitation perspectives. 

As one of the evaluation methods this master thesis suggests to utilize oral pitch 

presentation as highly effective tool to collect valuable feedback from competent in 

the required area parties such as potential customers, serial entrepreneurs, industry 

experts and investors.   

The main research question is as follows:  

How business model can be used to examine commercialization opportunity for 

science based technological invention?   

To answer the main research question two sub-questions are called which related to 

(1) business/commercialization opportunity and (2) business model and these are: 

https://hbr.org/search?term=ramon+casadesus-masanell
https://hbr.org/search?term=joan+e.+ricart
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What is the business opportunity in the context of technological inventions and how 

to determine the scope of potential opportunities for science based technologies? 

Can business model be assessed through building and articulating oral pitch 

presentation to make the evaluation of commercialization opportunity possible? 

For the empirical part of the research the real case of technological invention which 

is going to be commercialized by the technology developers in recent future has been 

taken and observed. Group of researchers from the University of Oulu is developing 

3D solid-state laser scanning technology which has great potential to be 

commercialized through new venture initiation.  

The main challenge at the current early stage of commercialization efforts is 

considered to be the difficulty to select the most prominent business opportunity or 

application area out of numerous opportunities and gain the focus already from the 

beginning. Thus, on the empirical level the ultimate goal is to discover and assess 

possible applications for given technological invention and determine the most viable 

and profitable ones by building and articulating business model around identified 

commercialization opportunities.  

1.2 Research methods  

To answer the sub-questions and eventually the main research question qualitative 

research method was utilized since it responded better to the goals of this thesis. Due 

to the exposure of the researcher to the university commercialization project being 

the subject of the empirical part of the study there has been an open access to rich 

qualitative data which has provided essential information needed to answer the 

research questions and accomplish the purposes of the thesis on both theoretical and 

empirical levels. The qualitative data used during the research includes already 

existing industrial knowledge, market researches, technical and market insights from 

the Frost & Sullivan reports, information from the companies’ websites, industrial 

journals, statistics databases, white papers and other data which contributes to 

common understanding of the technology which is the object of the empirical part of 

this thesis. The information about how the given technology works, what are the 
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other similar solutions and general overview of the market is necessary to collect and 

analyze in order to build the case and answer research questions.  

Other important source of information is the members of research team of the 

university who are designing the technological innovation and able to provide the 

essential technical and science based insights on the technology, while thesis 

supervisor and industry experts assist in gaining knowledge on potential markets and 

arising commercialization opportunities associated with the technological invention. 

On a more specific level, action research method was used during writing thesis 

which is “a disciplined process of inquiry conducted by and for those taking the 

action. The primary reason for engaging in action research is to assist the “actor” in 

improving and/or refining his or her actions” (Sagor, 2000). The reason for that is 

that following method fits the most to the purposes of the master thesis and allows 

active involvement of the researcher into the project.  

1.3 Research structure  

First chapter introduces the thesis explaining the motivation behind selecting this 

topic by underlining existing gap in current literature related to use of business 

models in evaluation of various commercialization opportunities. Research questions 

are based on identified gap and presented in the introduction part. In addition, 

methods of conducting the research including the reasons of selecting specifically 

action method are described.  

Then, the research context is explained which relates to the academic 

entrepreneurship and technology commercialization. In this chapter, the main 

definitions and modes of university-industry technology transfers are delivered. 

Although numerous modes for commercialization exist, this research focused mainly 

on technology commercialization via either licensing or university spin-off creation 

as the most favorable outcomes. At the end of the chapter the main criteria for 

successful commercialization of science based technological inventions or research 

are listed and explained. This chapter comprehending the certain context is very 

important since it shapes business model concept generation, development and 
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evaluation and allows answering the research question of whether or not business 

modeling can be used as an effective tool to evaluate commercialization 

opportunities in university settings.   

The theoretical framework of the study which includes summarized view on the 

existing literature researching such phenomena as business opportunity types, 

identification and assessment as well as business model definitions, frameworks and 

evaluation tools is introduced in the third chapter. Although the scope of theoretical 

concepts and notions utilized in this research is quite diverse and dispersed, the 

relationships between them, especially between business opportunity and business 

model lying in the explorative and exploitative nature of business model, are clearly 

demonstrated.   

After building theoretical framework of the master thesis, empirical part is developed 

which includes the methodology, primary and secondary data collection and analysis. 

The empirical part of the research is built around the real case which concerns the 

research team from the University of Oulu developing the new generation solid-state 

laser scanner with several distinguished advantages current solutions do not possess. 

That is why it has a huge potential to be commercialized successfully. However, to 

achieve this goal the most suitable applications from the great variety of different 

possibilities should be identified and assessed depending on technical features and 

market needs.  

Based on collected data and market research the answers to the research questions 

are found and presented in the final chapter which also includes discussion of 

analysis results in relation to the theoretical construct and conclusions. Chapter 

finalizes the master thesis research by presenting theoretical and managerial 

applications including developed recommendations for further commercialization 

depending on determined application of technology. Limitations of the study are also 

pointed out in the final chapter together with proposed directions for the future 

research.    
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2 COMMERCIALIZATION OF SCIENCE BASED TECHNOLOGICAL 

INVENTIONS 

Following chapter exhibits review of literature on academic entrepreneurship and 

university-industry technology transfers providing key definitions and the main 

modes of commercialization universities might employ which include licensing and 

new venture creation. In addition, the key requirements and challenges for 

universities to commercialize their research and technological inventions are 

summarized at the end of the chapter.  

Commercialization of the research and science based technological inventions can 

take different forms described in the chapter, but this thesis is concentrated on 

university spin-offs mainly as the most prominent and favorable outcome of 

technology exploitation which predetermine the contextualization of business model 

as the main tool to evaluate commercialization opportunities. The main purpose of 

this chapter is not just reviewing current academic literature on university 

commercialization, but presenting and explaining the context of this thesis which is 

essential for the whole research process. Commercialization of university based 

technologies can be considered the environment within which business model is a 

tool to explore and evaluate various business opportunities connected with 

commercializable inventions.  

In this context, commercialization can be defined as a way to exploit technological 

knowledge and research through new firm creation, but the knowledge exploration 

activities have been already done at the university or other research institution 

(Clarysse et al., 2011).   

2.1 Key definitions 

For further clarification, key definitions related to the topic are introduced in this 

sub-chapter. First of all, the smallest unit of science based technological invention’s 

commercialization or technology transfer is considered to be technology itself which 

is “any tool or technique, any product or process, or any physical equipment or 

method for doing or making, by which human capabilities are extended” (Schön, 
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1967 cited by Sher et al., 2011) and which is viewed as the most important asset of 

newly initiated venture in case if technology transfer is a university spin-off 

(Clarysse, Wright & de Velde, 2011).  

Due to this reason the characteristics of the scientific knowledge generated at the 

universities such as newness, complexity and the scope need to be analyzed as they 

influence on the overall success and performance of technological transfer (Clarysse 

et al. 2011). So, technological knowledge is closely related to the products, processes 

and technologies (Burgers, Borsh & Volberda, 2008).  Therefore, patents, software 

codes, mechanical parts, chemical substances and processes, agricultural 

developments, documentation, operational processes and other intellectual property 

created at university can be classified as academic, research or science based 

technologies transforming into potential subjects for future commercialization (Sher 

et al., 2011).  

Science based technology commercialization is defined by Sher et al. (2011) and 

Tatikonda and Stock (2004) as the exploitation of the various technological 

inventions listed above and created or developed within academic institutions by 

business ventures to improve their products, refine manufacturing processes and 

generate revenues. Those business ventures might be both existing companies aiming 

to license the university based technology and new companies spinning off from the 

university and basing on that technology.  

2.2 Modes of commercialization 

Markman et al. (2008) defines three main approaches on commercialization modes 

which are internal, quasi-internal and externalization.  

Internal approach is considered from the position of suppliers of the technologies 

(i.e. universities) and buyers (i.e. companies) and there might be conflicting interests 

between parties – companies, researchers and university administration. Therefore, 

technology transfer managers or separate university departments - technology 

transfer offices (TTO) take the responsibility to serve as mediators between 

companies and universities and eliminate misunderstandings which could be created 
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by different norms, values, purposes and environments of these two organizations 

(Markman et al., 2008).  

In a wider perspective internal or institutional approach relates to the practices 

universities and regional policies employ to increase number of university spin-offs 

and commercialization of science based technologies in general which is covered a 

lot by current literature (Baldini, 2010) raising important questions regarding 

intellectual property rights, financial or any other support from universities and 

technology transfer policies within organizational boundaries (Mustar et al., 2006).    

Universities might also employ quasi-internal activities to commercialize their 

research or technologies and business incubators initiated by universities belong to 

this category (Markman et al. 2008). Business incubators are aimed to connect 

university talents, industry professionals and scientific technologies and knowledge 

for stimulating the new venture creation out of technological inventions and 

commercialization of university research and technologies overall (Mian, 1997). 

Another way for universities to commercialize their research and technologies is to 

sign the exclusive contract with the hybrid private-public companies which take care 

of the commercialization of the university’s intellectual property (Markman et al. 

2008).  

Finally, in terms of externalization approach there is a variety of different activities 

regarding commercialization universities are engaged into in cooperation with 

external players. For instance, the most evident way to commercialize the 

technological innovations developed at universities and protected by IP is licensing 

or selling off the university’s intellectual property to third parties (Feldman et al. 

2002). Apart from licensing researchers also recognize industrial clusters, open 

innovation and science, joint ventures in collaboration with industrial players and as 

one of the most favorable outcomes – university spin-off creation (Markman et al. 

2008).   

For the purposes of this thesis it is not required to describe all possible modes of 

commercialization including different approaches to them, but rather concentrate on 

the externalization approach or to be more specific two main modes of 
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commercialization – licensing as the most widely used commercialization path and 

university spin-off creation.  

2.3 Licensing of technological inventions based on scientific research 

Nowadays most companies tend to search for innovation sources outside of their 

boundaries (Iivari, 2015) and, for example, license technologies from universities 

instead of engaging themselves into costly R&D processes. That is why one of the 

important mechanisms of how universities can generate revenues is commercializing 

their inventions through licensing and due to this reason many researchers have 

found worthy to investigate the factors which might influence on the increasing rate 

of university to industry licensing (Wu, Welch & Huang, 2015; Weckowska, 2015).   

First, licensing might be considered from either institutional or individual prospects 

meaning that successful licensing depends on university and administration support 

or inventor’s willingness to be initiated into the patenting and licensing issues 

(Friedman & Silberman, 2003; Thursby & Thursby, 2002; Carlsson & Fridh, 2002).  

Other key factors influencing on licensing probability are presented in the study of 

Wu, Welch & Huang which takes patents and technologies themselves as units of 

analysis. According to the researchers, positive outcomes of the commercialization 

depend on two main factors – marketability and applicability of the technology. The 

research also revealed that mainly individual factors such as researcher’s 

consideration of possible commercialization during research and his/her cooperation 

with the industry seem to influence positively on successful licensing. Furthermore, 

mentioned above researchers defined two types of science based technologies which 

are opportunity based and invention based and if in case of opportunity based 

technologies patentability during the research is not that much considered, invention 

based technologies are expected to be patented from the beginning. From these 

technology types two models of licensing are derived: the one where researchers 

cooperate with industry from the beginning which relieves the future 

commercialization and second relates to the inventor who makes the discovery and 

further on develops the networks with the industry (Wu et al., 2015).  
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In general, licensing programs at universities contribute to the positive outlook of the 

organization as they certify the universities’ capabilities to commercialize their 

inventions and impact on overall regional and national economic development 

(Feldman et al., 2002). As a mode of science based technology transfer, licensing is 

defined as the agreement of selling rights to use university’s intellectual property for 

commercial purposes and in exchange universities charge an upfront fee during the 

deal closing and ongoing annual payments – royalties which are based on how 

successful technology is in generating revenues (Feldman et al., 2002). In some cases 

licensing is a preferable option since it allows capitalizing the technology and 

generating revenues from commercialization not making researchers to commit a lot 

of time on commercialization issues (Lockett & Wright, 2005).  

So, as it has been mentioned above the licensing has numerous positive outcomes for 

both university organizations and industrial companies. However, industry players 

might be reluctant to license technologies developed at universities as most of the 

inventions are not ready for commercialization and demand further development 

work or the nature of technology is not suitable for licensing (Lockett & Wright, 

2005). In addition, companies concern about the difficulties to cooperate with 

universities (Feldman et al., 2002) because they have totally different from 

businesses structures, policies and values. The evaluation of technology in the 

context of product market also might be challenging, although there are certain 

standards and royalties usually are negotiated by two parties (Feldman et al., 2002). 

Finally, the main argument against licensing towards other forms of 

commercialization is that in some cases universities are not capturing the full value 

from technology commercialization through licensing agreements (Lockett & 

Wright, 2005). Thus, although traditionally the most usual and desirable 

commercialization outcome for universities in both Europe and US was licensing 

(Mustar, Wright & Clarysse, 2008), nowadays the focus has been shifting towards 

university spin-offs creation. 
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2.4 University spin-offs  

New venture creation as a commercialization path for a science based technological 

invention has been considered by many researchers as the most favorable outcome 

(Mustar et al. 2006; DiGregorio & Shane 2003; Wright et al. 2007) especially if the 

technology is novel, radical, scalable and going in line with current industry trends. 

University spin-offs and university related startups reside in this category 

contributing significantly to the local and national development (Zahra et al. 2007; 

Shane 2004; Greco, Grimaldi, Scarabotti & Schiraldi, 2013).  

University spin-offs can be defined as “new firms created to exploit commercially 

some knowledge, technology or research results developed within a university” 

(Pirnay et al. 2003: 356). Other definitions may also stress the dependence of new 

ventures on the universities’ intellectual property and licensing agreements especially 

in the beginning or the early stage of development (Lockett & Wright, 2005; Wright, 

Lockett, Clarysse & Binks, 2006).   

2.4.1 Different approaches to university spin-offs 

Spin-offs for which the university is the parent organization are often being 

compared with corporate spin-offs. However, while corporations try to keep their 

research and development inside the organizations, universities highly encourage the 

technology transfers, especially the creation of university spin-offs (Perez & 

Sanchez, 2003).  

Since university spin-offs are somewhat similar to corporate ones, to some extent, 

they might face the same challenges related to positioning of the product on the 

market and generating returns, but university spin-offs also have to deal with two 

fundamental problems – first, they come from completely different environments, 

usually non-profit ones, so the academic entrepreneurs need to acquire commercial 

skills in order to be able to build successful spin-off and second, the venture creation 

and growth might be the subject of conflicting interests between university 

administration, management team and funding providers (Mustar et al. 2006).  
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On the other hand, although academic entrepreneurs might lack commercial skills 

and knowledge necessary to create and develop new venture, they enjoy close 

connection with universities and their industrial networks and are more able to 

absorb and utilize effectively the technological resources in comparison with their 

non-academic competitors (Greco et al. 2013).  

Spin-offs can be researched across different perspectives. Mustar et al. (2006) in 

their literature review consider university spin-offs from resource-based, business 

model and institutional perspectives. As far as resource-based view is concerned at 

the early stage of new venture formation the available resources (technology 

capabilities, funding and human) need to be evaluated (Mustar et al. 2006; Bathelt 

2010) and these resources significantly influence on the new company’s future 

survival and development. The main resource of the new venture coming out from 

the university is the science based technology in the first run along with not codified 

tacit knowledge of the researcher developing the technology.  

Thus, the competitive advantage of university spin-offs lies in the state of the art 

technology based on scientific research rather than commercial side of the venture – 

product sales, marketing activities and distribution channels (Perez & Sanchez, 

2003). In addition, the technological inventions and know-how developed at the 

universities and employed by university spin-offs are hard to imitate by competitors 

(Greco et al., 2013) but only when they are protected by IP, otherwise the knowledge 

accumulated at the universities is usually publicly available due to their disclosure in 

scientific publications or conferences.  

At the same time, although the technological invention, its excellence and advanced 

performance parameters are extremely important for new venture creation and its 

future success finding the right business opportunity and creation of successful and 

scalable business model to derive value from the technology might be even more 

important (Chesbrough, 2007).  

So, from the business model perspective technology underlines the new venture 

formation where the development of scalable business model will enable the 

transformation of technological inputs (science based technological invention) into 
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the economic ones (generating revenues) through the value proposition, market 

segment, probable position in the value chain, revenue model, cost structure, and 

competitive strategy (Chesbrough and Rosenbloom, 2002).  

Research conducted by Ndonzuau, Pirnay and Surlemont (2002) complements the 

study on business model for technology transfer and associates the spin-off initiation 

with “black box” of economic value creation which transfers the results of research 

into the economic value. Researchers define four main stages in this process which 

are generation of business related ideas from conducted research, formulating new 

venture projects from generated ideas, new venture creation out of projects and 

building the competitive advantages by strengthening economic outputs and value.  

Although the “black box” of value creation utilizes the same idea of conversion of 

technological inputs into economic value to make the commercialization of scientific 

research and innovative technologies possible, there is still difference between two 

models since the stage model of economic value creation comprehends the whole 

process of spin-off creation starting from the selection of ideas to the gaining the 

maturity, but in Chesbrough and Rosenbloom’s business model the business 

opportunity is already clearly defined and the business model here is the tool to 

generate outcomes. The framework developed by Chesbrough and Rosenbloom is 

going to be explained in greater details in following chapter. 

Finally, the researchers studying university spin-offs from the institutional 

perspective (Moray and Clarysse 2005; Dacin 1997) recognize the connection, both 

formal and informal, between the new venture and parent organization and the fact 

that company is built upon the university’s technology. Academic entrepreneurship 

and new venture formation assists universities in commercialization the technologies 

and scientific knowledge developed within the organization which otherwise might 

remain unexploited (Burg, Romme, Gilsing & Reymen, 2008).  However, some 

universities are more successful in generating university based spin-offs while others 

are not.  

The study of Burg et al. (2008) along with other researches is devoted to the 

explaining this phenomenon and developing the frameworks for universities on how 
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to assist the successful creation of spin-offs. Burg et al. assumed that the university 

support building the capacity for spin-off creation are involved into consecutive 

stages including developing the infrastructure networks of researchers, managers, 

advisors and venture capitalists which then provides the substantial support for 

academic entrepreneurs in venture creation (2008).  Thus, apart from the links 

between organizations in terms of technology issues universities also might be able 

to influence on the strategic choices of the new venture employing different policies 

and mechanisms (Mustar et al., 2006). 

Another way to approach technology or research commercialization through venture 

creation is to analyze the phenomenon across three levels of analysis which are 

individual, organizational and technology levels (Markman et al., 2008). 

The individual level relates to the activities the researchers themselves are engaged 

into and who initiate start-ups based on their works at the university. The main 

problem for academics-entrepreneurs here refers to the necessity of balancing 

between their academic performance (basic research, publishing, patenting, and 

teaching level) and their business ventures (Markman et al., 2008).  

The organizational level corresponds very closely with the institutional perspective 

on university spin-offs creation. The units of analysis are considered to be 

universities and university spin-offs and it is important to emphasize the fact that 

internal organizational structures and activities of technology transfer offices have a 

significant impact on the successful technology or research commercialization 

(Markman et al. 2008). 

According to the technology perspective the type of technology to be commercialized 

also influences on the mechanisms of technology transfer and difference between 

technologies developed by corporate and those developed by universities needs to be 

acknowledged (Markman et al. 2008). Firms engaging into R&D and developing 

certain kinds of technologies have a ready product in mind and customer’s needs in 

the first place while university academics progress technology creation as a basic 

research not considering the market and customer needs (Markman et al., 2008).  
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This difference takes place also when new companies are initiated – university spin-

offs or corporate spin-offs. Corporate spin-offs might be more successful in 

identifying commercializable opportunities than university ones since even when 

there is a market already identified university innovations are far from the final 

products (Wright, Clarysse, Mustar & Lockett, 2007). In addition, it is hard to 

evaluate the commercialization potential of university based innovations, especially 

in cases when universities tend to overestimate their technologies which leads to the 

difficulties to attract private investments (Markman et al., 2008).       

However, there are certain characteristics of technologies which might make the 

assessment easier. For example, Pries and Guild (2011) differentiate four technology 

parameters which are the patentability or ready patents of the technology, 

complementary assets, technological scalability and commercial uncertainty. 

Additional parameters could be added depending on the type of future product and 

market new company aims to enter – either it is a high price niche or mass product.  

Also, university spin-offs can be analyzed in relation to the company’s future 

internationalization process as in the study of Styles and Genua (2008) who divided 

the process into three consecutive stages - entrepreneurial events, pre-

internationalization activities and internationalization process itself. According to 

Styles and Genua, technology commercialization from university can be categorized 

as pre-internationalization activity because global nature of the technology is 

forming during this stage and, thus, commercialization of academic research to some 

extend influence on success or failure of internationalization process.  

2.4.2 The classification of university spin-offs 

According to Mustar et al. university spin-offs or university related start-ups can be 

classified depending on the university involvement in the new venture creation.  

1) University spin-offs sponsored by the university – spin-offs which are created 

to commercialize the research or technology patented by the university under 

the standard procedures through licensing, for instance, and where the 

university involvement is considered to be high. 
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2) Unsponsored spin-offs are usually initiated by the researchers themselves 

while working at the university and usually these kinds of ventures are not 

supported by universities, but academic entrepreneurs are paying for utilizing 

the university IP. 

3) University-industry joint ventures quite often refer to the formal agreement 

between university and industry to collaborate on the research and the 

outcomes of this cooperation might become the basis of the new venture. 

4) University related start-ups are ventures created by the graduates or students 

of university, but usually universities are not involved a lot in the start-up 

formation (Mustar et al., 2006). 

Equity related university to industry technology transfer also could be defined as the 

separate category in university spin-offs classification which is the agreement 

between university and company in which university gives the right to utilize its 

intellectual property in exchange for having an ownership in the newly initiated 

venture (Feldman, Feller, Bercovitz & Burton, 2002).  

This option seems to be more and more appealing to the universities as they hope to 

increase the value from the commercialization (Lockett & Wright, 2005). Equity 

based spin-off as the form of technology transfer is somewhat like licensing and has 

advantages as well as disadvantages. Equity in company provides universities with 

opportunity to commercialize the technology, impose financial claims on the 

company’s future revenues and signal to the third parties that university has an 

entrepreneurial orientation (Feldman et al., 2002).  

However, there is also an opposite point of view stating that ownership in private 

companies might harm university’s image in cases of product defects, for example, 

and endanger the traditional role of universities as generators of science knowledge 

and basic research (Feldman et al., 2002). In addition, for the new company itself it 

might be complicated and risky in terms of governance to have the whole academic 

institution as one of their shareholders and the value brought by university is 

seriously questioned.   
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Next is the typology developed by Pirnay et al. which is based on the two main 

factors – the status of the researcher who develops technology and then 

commercializes it through business formation and the nature of knowledge which is 

the object of university-industry transfer. Researchers do not share a common 

opinion on whether the university spin-off can be created only by technology 

developers – researchers, or alternatively, it also could be initiated by any other 

person related to the university, for example, university staff and students. The 

difference between these two ventures initiated by academic researchers and students 

lies in the technological invention itself, since technologies developed by academic 

staff is grounded on extensive research while student spin-offs are rather oriented on 

the exploitation of business opportunity. As far as the nature of the knowledge is 

concerned the spin-offs are divided into two main groups – spin-offs based on the 

specific technology or codified knowledge (product oriented) and those based on the 

knowledge accumulated by individual researcher or tacit knowledge (services 

oriented) (Pirnay et al., 2003). 

Furthermore, following classification based on sources of finance university spin-

offs has been suggested by Mustar, Wright and Clarysse: 

1) venture capital backed spin-offs are strongly oriented on the investor 

acceptance instead of market acceptance requiring novel technologies 

protected by IP, research group widely recognized in scientific community so 

that it can attract substantial venture capital investments. 

2) the “prospector” spin-offs are funded by small private funds and usually do 

not have potential for high growth since their business models are built 

around consulting or research contract business. 

3) the “lifetime” types are similar to small high-tech start-up companies which 

enter the market with their product and grow till they reach break-even point 

(2008).   

Regarding the funding for new venture creation and development it is important to 

note that inability to access venture capital might turn into one of the most serious 

challenges that impede successful creation of spin-offs. The reason might be the fact 

that commercialization activities are still new to most universities which do not have 
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developed procedures for evaluation of technological inventions and their application 

areas as well as the knowledge on how external funders are assessing 

commercialization potential of this or another technology (Wright et al., 2006).  

In relation to the funding sources, usually they are quite similar to the sources used 

by corporate spin-offs or other new ventures. Internal funding might be an option – 

academic entrepreneurs might make small investments in university spin-offs. 

However, they may not have finances substantial enough to cover the IP protection, 

so in some cases, especially at the early stages, universities carry those costs (Wright 

et al., 2006). Second, some university spin-offs utilize debts as a source of financing, 

but banks might be restrained to invest due to the high risks. So, business angels and 

venture capitalists are filling the gap in making early stage investments (Wright et 

al., 2006), but they usually tend to scrutinize the commercialization potential of the 

technological invention and its ability to create value and generate revenues.    

2.4.3 Transformation of science based technologies into commercializable products 

Commercialization of science based technologies usually involves the transfer of 

them across the organizational boundaries – from universities or research institutions 

to industry (Pries & Guild, 2011). However, there are numerous hurdles on the way 

to the successful commercialization. One of them relates to uncertainty which kind of 

business model and technology commercialization path to choose. In general, 

following elements might influence on this choice – the characteristics of technology 

itself, the availability of venture capital or other funding, external environment and 

university and administration policies (Pries & Guild, 2011).  

The technologies based on scientific research are never ready commercializable 

products, so they need some further modifications to be able enter the market 

(Rogers, 2003) and serve as the platform and main value creation capability for new 

venture. This technology transformation process involves modifications in different 

aspects regarding the technology, future product and business (Pries & Guild, 2011). 

According to Shane (2004) the following parameters are needed to be improved 

before technology commercialization – overall performance, ease of use and some 
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other specific for this technology characteristics, so that it is able to satisfy the 

requirements of the customers in selected market segment.  

As far as the product development is concerned there should be the clear 

transformation from idea and technology to the real solution. The reason to that is 

that customers do not look for the ideas or technologies, but what they need is the 

solution to their problem, affordable and effective (Shane, 2004). During the early 

commercialization process, there might be no ready product yet, although academic 

founders need to know to some extent what would be the final product, who are the 

potential customers and how effective the product based on their technology is going 

to be in solving this particular problem especially in comparison with prospect 

competitors’ solutions. Finally, business development relates to the post 

commercialization stage and requires acquisition of complementary resources and 

capabilities to assist manufacturing, marketing, sales and distribution of ready 

product (Pries & Guild, 2011).  

Regarding the technology transformation into product able to bring value Shane 

(2004) assumes the connection between technology characteristics and the modes of 

commercialization either licensing or new venture creation. Technology tends to be 

licensed to already existing firms if it is on the late stage of development, not a 

scientific “breakthrough”, but rather incremental improvement to already existing on 

the market solutions and not having strong IP protection. On the other hand, science 

based technological invention might lead to the university spin-off creation in case if 

it is early stage, advanced, radical, protected by IP and assuming a high value for 

customers (Shane, 2004). 

However, Pries and Guild have a different view regarding the legal protection per 

which the technologies protected by strong IP tend to be licensed and weak 

protection of technological inventions leads to the creation of the new venture 

(2011). 
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2.5 Criteria required for successful commercialization 

Not long time ago most companies in order to innovate had to invest in research 

laboratories, hire capable staff and wait for breakthrough results which is not the case 

anymore since nowadays the new technological innovations might be acquired from 

different sources (Chesbrough, 2007) including universities and research institutions 

and it might be much cheaper than developing technologies internally within the 

organization.  

This trend has influenced on the shift universities have experienced from performing 

such traditional tasks as basic research and human capital creation to applied 

research and academic entrepreneurship (Bathelt, Kogler & Munro, 2010) 

Therefore, the academic entrepreneurship or commercialization of technological 

inventions developed at universities in any form makes a significant contribution to 

industrial renewal process (Nikulainen & Tahvanainen 2008) and overall economic 

development. But according to the study on commercialization of university based 

technologies conducted by Nikulainen and Tahvanainen despite the fact that around 

one third of academic respondents in such developed economy as Finland, for 

example, claim that their discoveries might have a commercialization potential, the 

number of successful technology transfers remains quite low (2008) which becomes 

the focus of the further research on commercialization phenomenon.  

One of the important directions here is the determination of criteria characterizing 

the successful cases of commercialization efforts or which components and activities 

are required to make the commercialization, university spin-offs creation, in essence, 

possible.  

According to current academic literature successful commercialization highly 

depends on several groups of determinants or criteria which are summarized below 

and consider commercialization efforts from such perspectives as individual, 

institutional, technology and market analysis for various business opportunities 

created by the invention.  
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From the individual or inventor perspective, the main determinants for the successful 

commercialization of technology are considered to be personal characteristics of the 

inventor together with his/her motivation towards commercialization being a subject 

of recent researches (Shane, 2004). Thursby and Thursby also emphasize the role and 

active engagement of inventors into commercialization activities especially at the 

early stage of technology development which might acquire a form of searching by 

inventors the sponsors and interested investors for R&D (2003).  

Inventors’ background, experience, position in the scientific community and credible 

reputation might also highly influence on the possibility to create networks with 

industrial players which might turn into the investors or potential customers in the 

future (Perkmann et al., 2013). To sum up, according to the literature review the key 

criteria characterizing the inventors’ input into the commercialization are identified 

which are inventor’s active involvement into the commercialization project, the 

personal characteristics and motivation of the inventor, the experience and reputation 

in the scientific community and social networks developed within the related 

industry. 

Per the institutional perspective the main determinants tend to relate to the activities 

of technology transfer offices or officers influenced by the overall university policies 

and values regarding the university-industry technology transfer and academic 

entrepreneurship. As it was already mentioned above both university spin-offs and 

successful licensing agreements with the industry assist universities in gaining 

positive outlook and signal about the entrepreneurial nature of the institution (Sine, 

Shane & De Gregorio, 2003). Thus, universities themselves represented by transfer 

offices belong to the category of institutional or organizational determinants having 

the considerable effect on the successful commercialization. 

Next, to make the commercialization happen the technology side needs to be 

addressed. The technology can be assessed in terms of multiple characteristics 

including the state of technology development, newness, uniqueness, technology 

most optimal parameters and benefits towards existing solutions, relevance, probable 

costs of production, scalability and range of potential application areas for the 

technology (Rahal & Rabelo, 2006).  
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Also, depending on the nature of the technology – either it is a radical innovation and 

breakthrough in industry or more of incremental improvement, the 

commercialization paths might take different forms from new venture creation to 

licensing (Bradford, 2004). The fact whether technology has strong IP protection or 

not also plays a primary role in further determining those paths of commercialization.  

Finally, regarding necessity to address market analysis perspective it worth to 

mention that the technological inventions are not of significant economic importance 

unless they solve certain problems and apply to certain areas (Kline and Rosenberg, 

1986). Thus, technological invention from the beginning must show the potential to 

bring economic benefits in the future (Rahal & Rabelo, 2006).  

The criteria within this perspective which are the most important for successful 

technology commercialization are numerous and vary depending on the researches. 

Overall, such criteria usually comprehend deep knowledge of targeted market, its 

needs, size, growth and trends including having valuable information on customers, 

their preferences and how they make their purchasing choices. Competition also 

should be the part of the market analysis focusing especially on the competitors and 

their solutions as well as their strong and weak sides, so that the advantages of the 

potential product in from of the existing ones could be formulated. Further 

discussions on business opportunity discovery and business models development 

address market analysis perspective and enable in evaluation of commercialization 

opportunities of university based technologies.  
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3 BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY AND BUSINESS MODEL 

This chapter explains the theoretical notions of business modeling, business model 

frameworks and business model evaluation tools demonstrating close relationship 

with business opportunity related theories since business model is a mean to explore 

and exploit business opportunity.  

3.1 Business opportunity explained 

For the purposes of this thesis it is important to determine the definition of business 

opportunity and business opportunity recognition, especially in the context of 

technology transfers from universities to industry. The definition provided by Baron 

would be utilized with slight modification which considers business opportunity as 

“a perceived means” to find an existing market gap with certain product for 

satisfying customers’ needs and thus to generate potential revenues in the future 

(2006).  

In other words, business opportunity might be expressed in the form of under or 

unemployed capabilities (for example, science based technological innovation 

without application area yet) as well as existing or potential market need (Kirzner, 

1997) representing the phenomenon which is just at the beginning stage of the 

formation process and is to be developed with time (Ardichvili, Cardozo & Ray, 

2003).  

Underused or unemployed technologies, capabilities and other relevant types of 

knowledge may not have a prospective target audience and market at the moment of 

early research development, but opportunities arising from them might be called 

value creation capabilities and opportunities referring to market need might be 

labeled as value sought (Ardichvili et al., 2003).   

In the context of university to industry technology transfer business opportunity 

relates to the identification of application areas for unemployed and state of the art 

technologies which have the potential to be commercialized in the future. 
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3.1.1 Business opportunity identification 

Entrepreneurship is closely connected with the concepts of business opportunity 

recognition and its further exploitation (Shane and Venkataraman, 2000) which are 

of especial importance nowadays when newly initiated small and medium enterprises 

are deemed to be the main drivers of economic development and competitiveness 

creating jobs and increasing productivity (Westhead et al., 2009).  

In general, business opportunity recognition refers to the process by which 

entrepreneur recognizes the fact that he/she has identified the opportunity (Baron, 

2006). However, there are two main schools of thoughts which are related to the 

business opportunity research. One of them claims that business opportunity can be 

either discovered or created while another differentiates between three areas of 

opportunity identification such as business opportunity discovery, creation and 

recognition (Tang et al., 2012).  

Business opportunity identification or identification of possible application areas for 

given technology in relation to university spin-offs seems to be the first component 

of knowledge creation capability. Zahra, de Velde and Larraneta consider 

transformation of science based technological inventions from the knowledge based 

theoretical approach. According to their research, this transformation demands three 

main components – the identification and visioning of possible applications of this 

knowledge, design of future product based on the technology and integration of 

technology into the products based on the chosen application (2007).  

To identify the commercialization opportunity for the technology, academic 

entrepreneurs need to acquire and develop substantial resources and the main 

contributors of them might be the investors, key employees and founders themselves 

(Bower, 2003). The selected opportunities then are evaluated in terms of the 

perceived risks and expected returns to the contributions in case of success by these 

contributors (Bower, 2003).  

To attract essential resources academic founders should build credibility in relation 

to the researchers’ technical skills and reputation in scientific community as well as 
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prove technology excellence, capability to mass produce and the overall vast 

potential of the targeted market even though when the application area is too wide it 

is hard to find the right focus on specific segment (Bower, 2003).   

Other conducted researches on business opportunity recognition are devoted to 

answering such questions as why some entrepreneurs are more successful in business 

opportunity identification while others are not (Baron, 2004; Shane & 

Venkataraman, 2000) and which kind of techniques and methods are used to capture 

these opportunities (Westhead et al., 2009).   

It is extremely hard to answer the first question since numerous factors impact on 

entrepreneurial success in finding business ideas; however, per Ardichvili et al., 

following factors are central to the process of business opportunity identification – 

entrepreneurial alertness, information asymmetry and previously acquired 

knowledge, networks of relationships, entrepreneur’s traits of character and type of 

the opportunity (2003).  

3.1.2 Technology-forward nature of opportunities arising from scientific research 

and inventions 

According to the theory of business opportunity identification developed by 

Ardichvili et al., there are four different types of opportunities based on value sought 

and value creation capability – identified/not identified problem and clearly 

defined/not defined solution and the perfect match between problem and solution 

will result in the business venture formation (2003).  

The Figure 1 illustrates the model of business opportunity types according to which 

upper left block represents only the intention of entrepreneur to start business having 

neither identified problem nor any kind of solution or invention, upper right block 

relates to the clearly articulated problem which could be already existing or 

discovered by the entrepreneur, but without either solution able to outperform 

existing ones or completely new solution to this problem.  
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Furthermore, left lower block which is the combination of unidentified value sought 

and defined capability usually refers to technology transfer and in terms of 

opportunity development active search for potential application matching with 

technology might be more important than product or service development itself and, 

finally, lower right block represents the perfect match between value sought and 

value creation capability which leads to the business formation. (Ardichvili et al., 

2003)       

 

Figure 1. Business opportunity types. Adapted from Ardichvili et al., 2003 

Another classification of the business opportunities which correlates with the theory 

of business opportunity identification is provided by Spitsberg, Verti, Brahmandam, 

and Coulston. Their research mainly relates to the companies trying to innovate and 

enter markets being out of their core competences, however the types of business 

opportunities and some elements of the framework and process to identify new 

opportunities covered in the study might be utilized in the case of science-based 

technological inventions as well (2015).  

The researchers divide new business opportunities into two big groups – market-back 

and technology-forward. While market-back business opportunities start from the 

customers’ needs and gradually continue with the solution to the problem, the main 

challenge for those considered to be technology-forward opportunities is to identify 

the space “where to win” because “how to win” or the technological solution is 

already defined (Spitsberg et al., 2015). 
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Therefore, due to the fact that the subject of this thesis closely corresponds with the 

commercialization of science based technological inventions, it is clear that 

according to the Arcdichvili, Cardozo and Ray’s theory of business opportunity 

identification the type of business opportunity we are strongly interested in can be 

referred to as technology transfer with identified solution, but lacking the defined 

market for that specific technology (2003) or in terms of the Spitsberg et al. 

framework it is a technology-forward business opportunity (2015).  

In this case preceding business formation there is a strong need in finding proper 

market for the technological innovation and initiating the active search for business 

opportunities and taking into consideration numerous factors such as the future value 

technological invention creates for the customer in a certain market segment, the 

matching between existing requirements for the technology to efficiently solve the 

problem, the size of the market (if there is at all market for this specific technology) 

and the possible position of the invention in the value chain.     

Spitsberg et al. in their paper also develop good mechanisms on how to search for 

and identify promising business applications for companies which are willing to 

enter the markets out of their core activities (2015). Although business opportunity 

identification in the business ventures is different from that in academic context I still 

think that proposed framework could be utilized in this thesis as well since the 

significant part of it relates to mechanism of searching for and determining the most 

prominent application areas for science-based technological inventions. 

So, according to Spitsberg et al. companies (or in our case technology developers) 

can take a two-step approach (Figure 3) to identify possible business opportunities to 

grasp which allows companies to use their value creation capabilities in new 

application areas (2015) and in relation of technological inventions developed at 

universities helps to find those application areas that would match with the 

technology. 

First step in the business opportunity identification is to define the technology space 

within the company’s value capabilities (Spitsberg et al., 2015). When refers to 

academia technology and commercialization developers need to identify clearly 
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which kind of business opportunities could be matched perfectly with the technical 

parameters of the technology. 

Second step relates to the necessity to narrow down the technology space and find 

the strategic fit for the technology based on two main dimensions – recent industry 

trends and identified market needs and technology capabilities.    

 

Figure 2. Identifying opportunities at the confluence of customer needs and technology 
development. Adapted from Spitsberg et al. 2015 

3.1.3 Business opportunity assessment 

To assess the commercialization potential of the science-based technologies mere 

identification of application areas is not enough.  For example, the found application 

opportunity for the technology could have huge commercial potential, but at the 

same time be of a little scientific interest and vice versa, business opportunity might 

correspond very closely with the capability of the technology, but not be 

commercially viable (Ndonzuau et al., 2002).   

So, the business opportunity evaluation must be done which involves technological 

assessment which could be done by both internal academics and external consultants 

and commercial assessment which is very approximate because usually the scope of 

application areas is very wide and there is no clearly defined market for the 

technology (Ndonzuau et al., 2002). Ndonzuau et al. also add analysis of personal 

aspects (2002) regarding the attitude of researchers towards the commercialization of 

technological inventions they develop and their activities. 
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Regarding the commercial assessment of business opportunity there are various 

highly practical frameworks and tools relieving the evaluation process. One of them 

called market opportunity analysis model is suggested by Woodruff and Gardia 

(1996) which consists of four stages of analysis including macro-environmental 

analysis, the defining of customer segments, the processes related to the delivering 

value (distribution channels analysis, competition and suppliers’ analysis) and 

forecasts for future demands and revenues. This model was further expanded by 

Golicic, McCarthy and Mentzer in their case study of market opportunity analysis of 

air cargo operations (2003) where each stage was clarified and explained in greater 

detail. 

Another way to make the assessment is the environmental analysis framework 

provided by Osterwalder and Pigneur which takes into account the technological 

aspects and includes the comprehensive analysis of market forces (market size, 

market segments, needs and demands and revenue forecasts), key trends 

(technological, socioeconomic and regulatory), industry forces (key customers, 

suppliers, competition, barriers for new entrants and substitute products and services) 

and macroeconomic forces (2010).  

Next, the Timmons model of entrepreneurial process could be utilized by the 

researchers aiming to commercialize their technology according to the selected 

application area or any other entrepreneurs (Timmons & Spinelli, 2004). This model 

is suitable for later stages of opportunity development as it evaluates three critical 

elements of future spin-offs in combination which are the team, the key resources 

and the characteristics of opportunity.  

Both last frameworks can be used for opportunity evaluation but they are more 

effective in combination with other frameworks as the first one provides the analysis 

of the future environment for new venture revealing the attractiveness of this or 

another particular market segment, but the model does not consider the product 

analysis and the match between value creation capability and specific customer needs 

while the Timmons model does not take into account the environmental factors 

influencing on the business opportunity success. 
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Finally, the creation or identification of seemingly successful business opportunity 

for given technology is not enough neither for the evaluation of the possible 

commercialization nor for the future commercial success of the university spin-off 

and therefore there should be an intermediary or a mechanism which could be used 

to exploit business opportunity and analyze its viability in the first place. This 

mechanism could be a business model utilized for business opportunity evaluation 

and for identifying the commercialization path for the technology based on the 

scientific discoveries. 

3.2 Conceptualizing business model 

Business model being a subject of numerous researches in recent years does not have 

a commonly shared definition to describe the concept and the purposes of the 

business model (Zott et al., 2011; Fielt, 2013), but instead depending on different 

contexts the meaning of the term varies to great extent. The reasons to explain this 

fact might be a multidisciplinary nature of business model research as well as its 

universal usage in business environment.  

The notion of value, either relating to the value capture and value creation, value 

proposition or value chain is present in most definitions of other researchers. For 

instance, per Chesbrough (2006), Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010) and Teece (2010) 

business model is the framework fulfilling two main functions such as value creation 

and value capture. Very similar definition is provided by Shafer et al., but they also 

emphasize the role of logical and strategic choices related to the value chain (2005).  

The business model explanation given by Johnson, Christensen and Kagermann not 

only describes the objectives of the business model – “create and deliver value”, but 

also serves as a small introduction to the business model framework with four 

interconnected elements such as value proposition, key resources, key processes and 

revenue model to achieve this goal (2008: p52-53).  

Chesbrough and Rosenbloom in their study have adopted the definition provided by 

the Professor Michael Rappa according to which “a business model is the method of 

doing business by which a company can generate revenue” and it “spells out how a 
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company makes money by specifying where it is positioned in the value chain” 

(2002: p533).    

For the purposes of this thesis it is important to generate a new definition or utilize 

existing one. One of the earliest definitions of business model belong to Chesbrough 

and Rosenbloom who considered business model as “a coherent framework that 

takes technological characteristics and potentials as inputs, and converts them 

through customers and markets into economic outputs or … as a focusing device that 

mediates between technology development and economic value creation” (2002: 

532). This definition corresponds with the thesis because one of the purposes of 

business model in case of commercialization of science-based technologies is to 

develop the strategy to transform the technological invention into the product which 

will bring economic value for future company in the form of revenues. 

So, in the specific context of the technological innovation commercialization 

business model is the framework to create, capture and deliver value to customers 

matching value creation capability or available technological solution with value 

sought or relevant market need to generate revenues.   

3.2.1 Business model frameworks 

The term of business models is utilized in different contexts as models – they could 

be seen as exemplar models to be copied and presented in less detailed and 

simplified description of the strategic choices some extremely successful companies 

make (ex. McDonald’s business model), also business models might function for 

scientific purposes to assist researchers in generating theories and at the same time 

utilizing the model to analyze empirical areas of research and, finally, it is very usual 

that business models are used by businesses as a successful recipes in order to 

generate revenues and achieve high growth (Baden-Fuller and Morgan, 2010).  

Different researchers and business model frameworks focus on specific issues. For 

instance, business model design based on activity perspective developed by Zott and 

Amit stress the importance of business models in internal for organization processes 

and their business model framework consists of two big groups of elements which 
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are design elements (content, structure, governance) explaining the main activities 

and how they are connected and performed and design themes (novelty, lock-in, 

complementarities and efficiency) describing the customer segments, mechanisms to 

deliver value and reduce costs (2010).  

Most frameworks consist of building blocks representing the customer problem, the 

value proposition, the “profit formula” and they can be modified by the academic 

researchers and practitioners to be fitted with their needs (D’Souza, Wortmann, 

Huitema & Velthuijsen, 2015). 

Therefore, some of the existing business model frameworks such as Business Model 

Canvas, Lean Canvas and Business Model Wheel are explained below in order to 

generate the most essential elements of business model in the context of academic 

entrepreneurship and prepare the theoretical framework for the empirical part of the 

research. It is also important to determine framework to be the most suitable in the 

context of commercialization of science-based technological innovations which is 

used further on in data analysis chapter.  

Business model as a mediator between technology and economic value 

Business model framework needs to reflect the way how to create and deliver value 

to customer in case of technology transfer. Zott et al. describe the main role of 

business model which is represented in the “unlocking the value potential embedded 

in new technologies and converting it into market outcomes” (2011: 14). One of such 

frameworks in which this role of business model is clearly seen has been developed 

by Chesbrough and Rosenbloom and serves as mediator between technology and 

economic value (2002). According to this framework, business model should 

accomplish following functions: 

• Clear stating the value proposition for customers or in other words which 

kind of value the technological innovation is bringing to the users; 

• Determining the market segment for the technological innovation 

including the potential users and the preliminary revenue model;  
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• Describing the value chain structure and find the position of the 

technological innovation there as well as necessary attributes to sustain 

this position in the chain; 

• Formulating revenue model and cost structure of future manufacturing 

within the chosen value chain; 

• Defining value network within which the connections of the future 

company with customers, suppliers and competitors are explained; 

• Finally, developing competitive strategy based on competitive advantages 

of the technological innovation which allow taking over the competitors 

in the value network (Chesbrough and Rosenbloom, 2002).   

Creating a new venture based on the specific technology depends not only on the 

mitigation of technological uncertainty since there is also a great uncertainty on the 

market side related to the ways value is delivered to the customer (Chesbrough and 

Rosenbloom, 2002). And during both venture creation and development and the 

evaluation of commercialization opportunity based on science based technology 

requires deep analysis and insights into the technological as well economic domains 

(Chesbrough and Rosenbloom, 2002).  

Business Model Canvas 

Business Model Canvas developed by Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010) is deemed to 

be the most well-known framework widely used by novice and experienced 

entrepreneurs, companies, students and other practitioners. On the other hand, 

researchers should use the model very carefully since while the model benefits to 

practitioners and make them focus on the most important segments of new venture 

creation which is critical at the beginning, we cannot observe the strong reasoning 

behind the statements or rather assumptions made by Osterwalder and Pigneur.  

However, it is still important to review the framework in this thesis and describe the 

main elements of the framework. So, Business Model Canvas consists of nine 

building blocks and serves the purpose to capture and deliver value to customers. 

According to the model, first, customer segments need to be determined since the 
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value propositions, distribution channels and further elements of business model 

depend on which groups of customers we are aiming to reach and which kinds of 

needs they have.  

There are several examples of customer groups such as mass market (horizontal 

business model which does not focus on specific customer segment), niche market 

(specific customer segment with specific needs), segmented (different offerings to 

more than one customer segments), diversified (two or more unrelated customer 

segments) and multi-sided platforms (two or more interdependent customer 

segments).  

Value proposition aims to create value for customers by offering a solution to their 

problem. In some cases, value proposition might respond to the whole new set of 

needs, for example, with the help of innovative technology, but nowadays the 

improvement of existing solutions or price reduction are the most probable sources 

of value creation.  

Then, channels or the ways of product distribution assist in communication between 

company and customer segments which could be owned either by a company or its 

partners. However, the best scenario is to use mix of those and find the right balance 

in using own and partner channels. The ways companies communicate with 

customers is described in customer relationships building block which are usually 

motivated by customer acquisition, their retention or increasing sales.  

Next is revenue streams building block which gives answers to such important 

questions as whether customers are willing to pay for suggested value and how much 

they are going to pay (pricing mechanisms). Ways to generate revenues include, but 

not limited to direct sales, subscription fees, licensing, advertising, lending etc. 

Associated with revenue streams cost structure building block also needs to be taken 

into consideration since it analyses all the costs which might incur in the process of 

business formation.  
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Finally, key resources or the most important assets for future company (human, 

physical, intellectual and financial), key activities and key partnerships are described 

in separate building blocks. 

Lean Canvas Model 

Lean Canvas is the modified version of the Osterwalder and Pigneur’s Business 

Model Canvas developed by Ash Maurya in 2012 to include more action into the 

framework. Lean Canvas is more oriented on the startups which have to enter the 

market fast and operate under highly limited resources. The number of building 

blocks in the model remains the same, however some of them have been altered.  

If Business Model Canvas starts with the value proposition, Lean Canvas puts 

potential customer problem(s) in the center. Then, there is a logical solution(s) to the 

problem(s) and key metrics to evaluate the success. Unfair advantage or the source 

of competitive advantage is also one of the building blocks, although for your 

startups it is merely impossible to build strong advantage already from the day one.  

Other building blocks such as value proposition, customer segments, channels, 

revenue streams and cost structure are adopted from the prototype Business Model 

Canvas.  

Business Model Wheel 

Business model wheel was introduced by Ahokangas, Juntunen and Myllykoski (2014) 

and is built around business opportunity instead of value proposition stressed in business 

model canvas and customer problems and needs in lean canvas model. Four groups of 

elements what, how, why and where constitute the framework and, thus, answer the key 

questions related to the product or service company enters market with, how it is going 

to create and deliver value to customer and what are the profit projections. 

“What” elements include value proposition, offering, customer segments and 

differentiation (source of competitive advantage in lean canvas model). “How” elements 

describe the key operations to make business model work, the ways of marketing, selling 

and delivering product/service to all customer segments. “Why” elements create the 
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basis for future financial model of the company and aim to answer the question if it is 

worthy at all to start a company or make changes in business model juxtaposing the 

sources of revenues and costs incurred while running a business. Finally, these elements 

should be placed in the areas internal or external to organization. 

This framework more than other emphasizes the ability and purpose of business model 

to create, capture and deliver value to the customer, but also make possible the use of 

business model frameworks in exploring, exploiting and evaluating business 

opportunities. It is also able to assess the commercial side of business opportunity and 

whether it is possible to successfully launch the business or not starting with given 

opportunity.    

3.2.2 Business model evaluation mechanisms 

Current academic literature provides quite extensive body of research on business 

model evaluation (Van Belle, 2006). Some of those researches are devoted to 

developing certain criteria or metrics required to assess business models (Claxton & 

McDougall, 2000; Zott & Amit, 2010; Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010), while others 

went even further by creating evaluation frameworks for business models which 

operate in different environments (Khaddaj & Horgan, 2004). In this sub-chapter, 

several evaluation frameworks for business models are listed and described. 

Detailed SWOT assessment of each business model element 

SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) analysis is a widely used by 

entrepreneurs, practitioners and companies’ managers tool for planning purposes. 

However, recently SWOT analysis also has started to penetrate academic literature 

aiming to explore new directions for the research and new implementation of the tool 

(Helms & Nixon, 2010). The idea to utilize SWOT analysis to evaluate business 

model and its performance belongs to Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010).  

According to their evaluation framework each out of nine building blocks of business 

model canvas which are customer segments, value proposition, channels, customer 

relationships, key activities, key partners, key resources, cost structure and revenue 
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streams are assessed in terms of four dimensions. The business model’s strengths and 

weaknesses internal to organization are evaluated while opportunities and threats 

need to be considered in the context of external environment (2010). Business model 

evaluation type of SWOT analysis allows opening space for further discussion and 

relieves decision making.   

NICE Framework 

Zott and Amit (2010) perceive business model as “a system of interdependent 

activities that transcends the focal firm and spans its boundaries” (p.216). Leading by 

this logic, the researchers developed the design elements and themes of the business 

model based on the activity system approach which addresses the vital questions 

such as how business is run and how it delivers value to customers and other 

stakeholders deriving their own value from that. If design elements (Content, 

Structure and Governance) primarily constitute the main components of the business 

model, design themes or NICE framework disclose the main criteria for the business 

model to be evaluated. There are four design themes which are Novelty, Lock-In, 

Complementarities and Efficiency.  

• Novelty. For business model to be successful Amit and Zott suggest that one 
or more of the design elements or activities need to be innovated over – new 
activities implemented (content), new ways to manage those activities 
(governance) or new links created between the activities (structure). 

• Lock-In. Business models use the lock-in power to motivate customers to 
return to the company again and again, create barriers for customers to turn to 
other providers by high switching costs or take advantage of network effects.  

• Complementarities demonstrate how well the business model’s key activities 
are linked between each other. In some cases, for example bank’s deposit and 
lending operations, bundling activities bring more value than each activity 
separately.  

• Efficiency criterion demonstrates business model’s ability to diminish 
transaction costs by avoiding the situations when the company is too 
dependent on its trading partners. Also, it shows how efficient, in general, the 
key activities or operations are run in the company to make business model 
work. 
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Table 1. An activity system design framework (adapted from Zott & Amit, 2010) 

Design elements  
 

 

Content  What are the key activities? 
Structure  How they are linked? 
Governance 
 

Who is managing the activities? 

Design themes 
 

 

Novelty How novel content, structure and/or governance are? 
Lock-In Are there elements to make stakeholders retained? 
Complementarities  Can activities be bundled if they bring more value? 
Efficiency  Are transaction costs minimal? 

Additional metrics to assess business model 

In addition to SWOT analysis of business model Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010) 

suggest to ask eight questions to evaluate business model and see how well it might 

perform in the future. Based on these questions the performance of business model 

might be ranked from 0 to 10.  

Table 2. Business model evaluation questions from Osterwalder and Pigneur 

(2010)  

Business model 
design 

Is the business model scalable? 
Does the business model include third parties to do the work you 
are paid for? (examples – co-creation, open innovation etc) 
How does the business model design (the key activities) 
perform?  
 

Revenue & Cost 
structure 

Does the business model include reoccurring revenues? 
Does business model allow earning before spending?  
Is the cost structure of the business model innovative? 
 

Competitive 
advantage 

Does the business model provide the protection from 
competition?  
How business model involves switching costs to prevent 
customers from turning to competitors?  

Business model scalability 

According to Ahokangas and Myllykoski business models can be considered in two 

dimensions in relation to the external environment which are competitive advantage 
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and business opportunity (2014). Regarding the business model as a source or a 

pathway to competitive advantage built based on identified or created business 

opportunity (Ahokangas & Myllykoski 2014) it allows developing sustainable 

relationships with customers (Morris 2014).  

However, it also worth mentioning that due to the market uncertainty and 

competitive forces even successful business models have a limited lifespan and need 

to be updated to stay in business (Morris, 2013). That is why while developing 

business models already at the early stage they should have potential for further 

development and change. 

Thus, the term of scalability is often associated with business models. Scalability 

usually refers to technologies meaning the ability of this or another invention to 

process or handle the increased amount of work. In business context definition is 

somewhat similar, however no definition is generally accepted and term “scalability” 

is related to the firm’s growth potential. Economic view is also widely used when 

explaining scalability, since it allows companies to utilize the economies of scale or 

the ability to increase production or delivering services at lower costs (Stampfl, Prügl 

and Osterloh, 2013).   

Scalability is considered to be of extreme importance for Finnish companies, since 

Finnish market is very small and once company is established it already have to think 

about penetration to other markets in order to survive and achieve sustainable 

development that is why scalability perspectives should be included into the business 

model already during business model designing stage to ensure that business is not 

limited only with the local market.  

Scalable business model is combining the characteristics of traditional business 

models and those of scalability in its technological and economic context. So, 

scalable business model should be based and associated with the appropriate 

infrastructure having the capability to scale, the costs of doing business remaining 

relatively low when expanding and generating revenues, company’s ability to adapt 

to different policies, regimes and external environment especially when entering 
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foreign markets, the competition, network relation and potential customers (Yrjölä, 

Ahokangas and Matinmikko, 2015).  

3.3 Summary of theoretical foundations of the study 

Before proceeding to empirical part of the thesis theoretical foundations are 

summarized in this sub-chapter which form a business model framework for 

evaluation of business/commercialization opportunities created by university based 

research and technologies. Currently, business modeling is widely used and 

investigated by academic researchers in different environments, but there is neither 

one generally accepted definition for business model nor unified theories and 

classifications explaining the phenomenon (Zott et al., 2011). Because of this 

theoretical ambiguity (Zott et al., 2011; Shafer et al., 2005) the notions of business 

model and business opportunity can be calibrated by the context as in the case of this 

study influenced by the academic literature related to university-industry technology 

transfer and university spin-offs creation. 

Successful technology transfer or commercialization via new venture creation 

depends on multiple criteria which might include individual, institutional, technology 

and market perspectives on commercialization (Rahal & Rabelo, 2006). Market 

commercialization criteria challenging business opportunity identification and 

ensuring successful transformation of technological inputs (university research and 

inventions) into economic value created (Chesbrough et al., 2002) is researched in 

this thesis from the perspectives of business opportunity and business model.   

Commercialization opportunity in this case is an opportunity created by value 

creation capability or developed technological invention (Ardichvili et al., 2003) 

which requires identification of targeted market and customers. This process is very 

important since in case of some technological innovations it is extremely hard to find 

obvious application and business model which will create value for technology 

inventors, university, spin-off itself, customers and other parties in the future. So, 

business model is suggested to be employed to identify and evaluate those 

opportunities especially in cases when technological invention gains prominence in 

multiple application areas.  
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It is known that viable business model has following functions – it clearly specifies 

the value proposition, identifies the scope of market segment, develops revenue 

generation and cost structure model, describes the position of the future company in 

the value network and value chains and, finally, formulates competitive strategy to 

enter the market with the product based on technological invention (Chesbrough, 

2010). This study claims that by fulfilling these functions business model can be 

used for opportunities evaluation at the early stage of commercialization process and 

suggests a theoretical framework which is illustrated in Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3. Business model framework for evaluation science-based technological invention’s 
commercialization opportunities 

So, business opportunity identification and business model literature within the 

context of science based technologies commercialization shape the empirical part of 

the research and enable in answering research questions. The ground reason of why 

business model concept has been selected to explore and evaluate 

commercialization/business opportunity for the technologies is because of its 

capability to mediate between technological inputs which is the technology together 

with technology inventor’s knowledge and economic outputs which are future 

generated returns and economic value created (Chesbrough & Rosenbloom, 2002). In 

a more specific level, for further evaluation of commercialization opportunities it is 

suggested to utilize business model wheel framework (Ahokangas et al. 2014) since 
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it best responds to the context of the study placing in the cornerstone opportunity 

itself rather than certain customer’s problem or market need. 
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4 METHODOLOGY  

In order to conduct analysis and eventually provide answers for the research 

questions and sub-questions it is important to explicate the methodology selected for 

this study. Thus, this chapter provides the explanations related to the research 

method chosen, practicalities related to data collection and research structure and 

design in general. First, the research methods are going to be described along with 

the explanation of why these methods were selected. Action learning and qualitative 

research methods seem to be apt for the purposes of this thesis.  

Then, research design is provided to illustrate all stages of conducting research 

including data collection which is also a part of this chapter. Finally, we briefly 

discuss how the theoretical framework which gave the foundation for further 

methodology, analysis, discussion and conclusions relates to the empirical part of the 

research. 

4.1 Research methods 

To conduct this study qualitative research method is utilized since it responds better 

to the goals of the thesis and assists in getting deep background knowledge of 

phenomena researched. Qualitative analysis consisted of two consecutive stages 

including, first, the gaining awareness of which kind of data is needed for research 

and how the analysis of this data helps in answering the research questions and, 

second, accomplishing set of practical actions to handle and analyze qualitative data 

(Gibbs, 2007). In addition, the research is pursuing the abductive logic of explanation 

since although hypotheses were not developed for testing from the beginning 

(inductive) there still were some assumptions regarding the research subject to be 

developed further.  

The purpose of this study is to examine the commercialization opportunity of 

science-based technological inventions through business opportunity and business 

model concepts. The empirical part of the study is closely connected to the research 

being done by the team from Information Technologies and Electrical Engineering 

faculty. The team is developing state of the art disruptive 3D solid state laser 
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scanning technology which is planned to be commercialized in the future. So, the 

empirical part of the study stems from the goal to find the optimum application 

area(s) for the technology and evaluate commercialization opportunities arising from 

these technology applications utilizing business model framework.  

There is a first-hand opportunity to get necessary data from the developers 

themselves, however merely getting such qualitative data as interviews and 

observations and analyzing them seemed to be not enough for this kind of project 

during which certain results and calls for action need to be developed. Thus, action 

research is selected to go alongside with qualitative approach to get deeper insights 

on the commercialization and technology issues.  

Why Action Research for this study? 

Most of the current methods of conducting research (hypothesis-testing, positivist 

etc.) attempt to contribute to the general theory and either challenge it or justify, thus 

results of such researches usually do not bring much value in a practical perspective. 

According to Gergen and Gergen there are two main reasons to that: first, 

experimental, behavioral and other methods being remote from the real-world 

practices are not valued much outside of scientific community; second, abstract 

theories which are the results of the researches cannot be applied to any practical 

problems and cases (2008). 

Action research deems to be more effective alternative to other research methods 

since it is based on the cooperation, rather than mere observation. Kemmis and 

McTaggart (cited by Kemmis, 2008:121) provided the definition of action research: 

“a form of collective self-reflective enquiry undertaken by participants in 

social situations in order to improve the rationality and justice of their own 

social or educational practices, as well as their understanding of these 

practices and the situations in which these practices are carried out.” 

The purpose of action research in general level is to cultivate the practical knowledge 

which in wider perspective contributes to the improved well-being and development 
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of economy, society and other spheres (Gergen & Gergen, 2008). In the case of this 

study the main incentive to use action research method seems to be the need to 

elaborate on the development of knowledge and practices related to the evaluation of 

commercialization opportunities for science-based inventions which relieves making 

decisions towards commercialization by academic entrepreneurs.    

4.2 Data collection 

To conduct the research two main types of data were utilized – primary sources to 

provide deep insights on the problem and secondary to gain background knowledge 

on the technology, potential application areas and commercialization scenarios. As 

the secondary sources of data, existing industrial knowledge, market researches, 

technical and market insights from the Frost & Sullivan reports, information from the 

companies’ websites, industrial journals, statistics databases, white papers and other 

data was researched through to contribute to common understanding of the 

technology which is the subject of the empirical part of this thesis, how it works and 

in which areas it can be embedded.   

However, one of the most important sources of information are the members of 

research team of the university who are designing the technological innovation and 

able to provide the essential technical and science-based insights on the technology, 

while thesis supervisor and industry experts assist in gaining knowledge on market 

and industry. Thus, data collected from them is considered to be primary data for the 

research. Since action learning method was chosen for this study surveys, interviews 

and other types of collecting data were abandoned, but instead the data was collected 

during the meetings, workshops and discussions where the important information 

was exchanged. After each meeting the brief reflective reports and field notes were 

documented to be analyzed after.   

Qualitative secondary data along with primary data collected during the meetings 

with research team and supervisors has provided the essential information needed to 

answer the research questions and accomplish the purposes of the thesis on both 

theoretical and empirical levels. The meetings and group discussions took place six 

times excluding the meetings separately with thesis supervisor and technology 
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developers. For each meeting, there usually were short presentations to open the 

discussion, collect the feedback and shape further research. Each meeting also had an 

own topic and purpose – the information about the meetings can be found from the 

table 3 below. 

Table 3. Project team meetings 

Date  Duration Purpose of the meeting 
26.11.2015 60 min Introductory meeting and demonstration of the 

technology 
2.03.2016 90 min Presentation of the initial market research findings 

and discussion over potential application areas for 
the technology  

16.03.2016 60 min Presentation of market research and deciding over 
how to proceed further 

8.04.2016 120 min Workshop on discussing and analyzing various 
opportunities and selecting narrower focus 

9.05.2016 120 min Workshop on developing business model for the 
selected business opportunities  

22.06.2016 120 min Final “pitch” presentation and discussion 

4.3 Research design 

Depending on scenario of the research action learning method usually consists of 

five consecutive steps (Sagor, 2000) which are listed below with the explanations of 

how this study is constructed: 

1. selecting a focus – evaluation of different commercialization opportunities 
arising from exploitation of science-based technological inventions utilizing 
business modeling;  

2. clarifying theories – theoretical framework comprehending commercialization of 
university based research and technologies being the main context within which 
business opportunity and business model concepts are used;  

3. identifying research questions – how the commercialization opportunities of 
science-based technical inventions can be assessed through developing business 
models;  

4. collecting and analyzing data – data collected during the workshops, meetings 
and group discussions; 

5. reporting results (during workshops) and taking final “action” – final oral 
“pitch” presentation of business model for business opportunity built around 
technology.  
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First three steps are already accomplished and covered in previous chapters. As far as 

data collection is concerned it has been already mentioned that two main types of 

data are utilized – primary and secondary data. So, secondary data (market research 

reports, industrial journals, academic articles in 3D imaging area etc) constitute the 

specific context chapter which relates to the empirical part of the thesis. Before 

proceeding to analyzing the primary data, it is extremely important to understand 

how 3D laser scanning technology works, what are the alternatives and the probable 

application areas for the technology.   

Furthermore, the primary data is analyzed with regard to the theoretical framework 

developed in previous chapters. There is quite wide theoretical framework the 

research is grounded upon including theories regarding commercialization of 

university based inventions, business opportunities and business models all of which 

find the reflection in the empirical part of the thesis. Per the selected application 

area(s) for the given technology business model is developed utilizing the business 

model wheel framework since it stresses the purpose of business model to explore 

and exploit business opportunity.  

Taking the constructionist approach to action research building business model and 

evaluating business opportunity deems to be not mere subjective analysis of available 

data on a specific phenomenon, but rather a collective work done during the group 

discussions and summarized by the author of this thesis (Gergen & Gergen, 2008). 

With this approach to the process in mind participants (supervisors, technology 

developers and industry experts) act as researchers as well (Gergen & Gergen, 2008). 

The research process itself reminds a loop: the data is collected by a researcher, then, 

presented to the team during group discussion, then, considering collected feedback 

new modified set of data is prepared and presented and so on.  

Final stage in the research process is delivering a final report and preparing oral 

“pitch” presentation. The main premise that stays behind the choice of “pitch” as a 

final result is that it allows collecting new valuable feedback and plays a role of tool 

to articulate developed business model and evaluate the commercialization 

opportunity of university based technology. Also, business model is a conceptual 

framework and gives the explanation regarding how business opportunity can create 
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and deliver value to the customer. In other words, in order to make business model 

work and realize business opportunity story needs to be created and “pitch” is 

considered to be a perfect tool to deliver a story to the audience.  

To accomplish the research goals on the empirical level which is assessing the 

commercialization opportunities of the 3D solid-state laser scanner, finding the most 

viable applications for the technology and building scalable business model around 

identified business opportunity it is necessary to follow the most important steps and 

these could be viewed from the Figure 3 below. 

 

Figure 4. The assessment process of possible applications for given technology 
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4.4 Oral “pitch” presentation to explain business model 

To collect the empirical data for the thesis and find out if business modeling could be 

used in purpose to evaluate commercialization of university based technological 

inventions oral “pitch” presentations were built and articulated to the project 

participants. In general, this particular type of presentations has gained an extreme 

popularity especially within startup community where new companies present their 

initial ideas to different groups of potential investors, customers, possible partners 

and individuals as well.  

The main reason is that it is important for future entrepreneur to underpin own 

findings, ideas and beliefs regarding technology commercialization by 

communicating them to external to the project parties including industry experts, 

interested in technology venture capitalists or individual investors and potential 

customers. One of the best ways to accomplish this task and get valuable feedback is 

to prepare pitch deck and present it to third to team or organization parties, 

nevertheless they must obtain some knowledge on the industry the team is aiming for 

or general experience regarding commercialization of technologies and 

entrepreneurship.  

Assessment of business models via conducting pitch is not widely researched, 

although in the internet numerous sources on pitching and recommendations on 

building successful pitch presentation can be found. However, it is evident that pitch 

presentations are considered as a way to get invested in the first run, thus in 

academic literature the topic usually covers investment opportunity represented by 

the pitch, factors contributing to successful pitch and evaluation of the pitch by 

investors (Clark, 2008; Mason & Harrison, 2003).  

Although traditionally such presentations have one main goal which is to get 

invested, start company and make a profit creating value for customers (Spinuzzi et 

al., 2015), at the same time pitch might be employed by technology innovation 

developer as a mean of communication and collecting feedback from the “external 

world”. In this way, the risks of making mistakes and choosing wrong direction for 

the technology might be mitigated because the future commercialization issues are 
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being considered during the technology development process. In relation to investors 

they have an opportunity to evaluate technological innovations and assess its future 

viability.   

Being relatively recent phenomenon in entrepreneurship, nevertheless “pitching” 

slowly started to penetrate the academic literature. For example, Colin Clark 

explicated the correlation between the probabilities of venture capital companies 

pursuing the investment opportunity and “presentational” and “non-presentational” 

factors of the pitch. He concluded that the higher the total score given for the pitch 

presentation by investors, the higher the probability of the team or company pitching 

their idea, product or service to get invested by the evaluating investors.   

In addition, per Clark’s studies the overall score of the investor pitch depends to 

greater extent on the “presentational” factors such as presentation structure and 

clarity, persuasiveness and “ability to sell investment opportunity” rather than “non-

presentational” factors (Clark, 2006; Clark, 2008). The outcomes of such academic 

works are the practical implications for new entrepreneurs in designing oral “pitch” 

presentations and remind them that the content of the presentation is not the only 

factor investors consider when evaluating investment opportunity.  

One more recent research on business “pitching” has been done on the preparing and 

presenting “pitches” for stakeholders in foreign markets company aims to enter and 

thus on the refining of oral presentation’s content after collecting the feedback from 

investors. The study is built upon the logic that for each target market located 

oversees companies need to revise their pitch presentations depending on the local 

context, but mainly “non-presentational” factors are described in this research 

(Spinuzzi et al., 2015). 

The decision making of early staged venture capitalists regarding investment 

opportunity and the elements signaling about their readiness to invest based on the 

oral pitch presentations are described in the master thesis written by Auer (2015). 

The study identified that investors prefer evaluate positively companies which refer 

to significant needs of the customers and aim for well-defined markets with future 
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growth potential, but founder’s and team’s previous experience in  entrepreneurship, 

management and industry plays an important role in valuation as well.     

Despite the increased interest towards “pitching” in academic world, overall there is 

a highly limited number of researches conducted on the designing of oral “pitch” 

presentations, but a lot of data on “pitching” and especially recommendations on how 

to build successful “pitch” could be found from the web and all of them are from 

various groups of business people, entrepreneurs, venture capitalists and other 

practitioners.  

At the same time the value of oral pitching is widely recognized and helps to not 

only get investments, which is the main purpose of pitching, but also assists in 

articulating and assessing business opportunity to different kinds of potential 

stakeholders other than investors. So, while some research was already done on new 

entrepreneur’s personal traits, presentational and non-presentational factors 

influencing on investors readiness, this research is concentrated on the content of 

presentation which is built upon business model for commercialization opportunity 

rather than presentation and non-presentation factors of “the pitch”. Also, as it is 

mentioned above the main purpose of the “pitch” presentation in this context is to 

articulate business model and by this evaluate commercialization opportunity created 

by science-based technological invention. 

For the “pitch” and business model evaluation following assessment sheet is 

developed to be given to project participants. The form is an adapted and modified 

version from the “Best” company pitch evaluation sheet created by J. Skyler 

Fernandes which has been widely used in startup competitions by judges. Several 

categories related to business model for university based start-ups are added to the 

assessment form, while some others are omitted from the sheet. The form used for 

evaluation can be found in appendices. 

4.5 Ensuring reliability and validity of the research 

To conduct a study of significant value it is important to construct it in accordance 

with criteria required for justification of the validity and reliability of the research. 
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Although current standards for evaluation of qualitative studies are less meticulous 

and formalized than those for quantitative studies, researchers still recommend to pay 

great deal of attention to analyze the empirical data and derive meaning accordingly 

in a systematic way (Sinkovics, Penz & Ghauri, 2008). Standard criteria for assessing 

quality of the research usually include internal validity, external validity, construct 

validity and reliability traditionally and predominantly used for qualitative studies 

(Yin, 2003).  

On the other hand, Guba and Lincoln suggested alternative parameters which per 

them are more suitable for assessing qualitative research, especially those which 

follow constructivist paradigm. These parameters could be correlated with traditional 

ones and include credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability (Guba 

& Lincoln, 1989 cited by Shenton, 2004). 

Credibility closely related to internal validity is one of the key parameters to ensure 

the trustworthiness and quality of the research (Shenton, 2004). To accurately report 

the researched phenomenon of science-based technology commercialization process 

and answer research questions regarding the evaluation of the commercialization 

opportunity action research method, data collection from both primary and secondary 

sources and data analysis methods were described in the thesis and were used in 

previous studies of a similar kind.    

Other criterion specified by Guba and Lincoln is transferability or external validity 

in traditional setting and it refers to the possibility for the qualitative research results 

to be applied to wider perspective and wider population although it is a well-known 

fact that in most cases qualitative studies address only a small sample or even a 

single case, but in much greater detail (Boesch, Schwaninger, Weber & Scholz, 

2013).  

Dependability assumes that if the study was repeated under the same conditions, in 

the similar context and using the same research methods, it would be possible to 

derive quite similar results (Shenton, 2004). In this case achieving the same results 

seems to be highly doubtful due to the changing highly sensitive to the context nature 

of the researched phenomenon, however the procedures of the research are described 
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in detail in the methodology and data analysis chapters to make the repeating of the 

research by other scholars possible.  

Finally, confirmability is the criterion to be associated with the objectivity of the 

researcher while conduction the studies although absolute objectivity is impossible to 

achieve because in any quantitative or qualitative studies data collection, analysis 

and research itself is constructed by the individual (Patton, 2004). As long as the 

action research method was selected which is highly subjective and involves an 

active participation from the researcher confirmability is not of primary importance.   
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5 DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 

This chapter analyses the data received during the project which aims to 

commercialize the university based 3D solid-state laser scanning technology by 

finding innovative business model and developing successful commercialization 

strategy. The structure of this chapter is as follows. Firstly, due to the technology 

oriented nature of the project the introduction to jargon, the differences between key 

3D scanning technologies, case technology description and current situation on the 

market of 3D scanning devices are briefly discussed to introduce reader into the 

topic. Secondly, in this chapter the scope of application areas is defined and shortly 

described. Thirdly, business model on given technology commercialization is 

presented utilizing business model wheel framework with it’s what, how and why 

elements. The evaluation of business model has been done through oral pitch 

presentation prepared and delivered to both project participants and outside parties 

whose insights are summarized and analyzed at the end of the chapter being the solid 

ground for answering the main research question of whether business model could be 

utilized as opportunity evaluation tool. 

5.1 3D scanning market: key technologies, trends and case technology 

description  

Before proceeding to identification of the potential application areas for the 

technology it is important to enable common understanding of the 3D scanning 

technologies by the readers and increase their awareness on 3D scanning market in 

general including recent trends, funding scenarios, key players and market size which 

are described further on. This subchapter starts with defining key 3D scanning 

technologies, continues with the explaining of the case technology, its advantages 

and potential and finalizes with 3D scanning market description.   

5.1.1 3D scanning technologies 

3D scanning or imaging comprises quite different technologies aimed to get a 3D 

image and we need to differentiate these 3D images from 3D displays and models. 

3D displays being the simplest form of 3D images only create the illusion of three-
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dimensional representation of the object or environment. Next come 3D models 

which are created using specialized software (CAD, for example), but they do not 

depict measurements related to real world.  

So, the term of 3D scanning is going to be utilized as the most appropriate definition 

since 3D scanning is the process of digital capture of the shape and appearance of 

physical objects and environment (laserdesign.com, 2016). This data further on is 

represented in organized form on the computer and could be used in different 

purposes depending on the application. 

Numerous technologies exist which allow 3D scanning of real world objects. The 

most widely used and prominent of them are going to be briefly described in this 

subchapter. 

First, to acquire 3D data stereo vision technology can be mobilized which utilizes 

two conventional cameras located horizontally slightly in different positions related 

to each other. Thus, both cameras make different projections of the object to be 

matched afterwards. By comparing these projections, it is possible to get data on 

depth and build 3D image (vision-systems.com, 2013). The advantages of stereo 

systems rely on simplicity of the structure and low costs of production, however 

there is also a main challenge in using this method known as correspondence 

problem to determine the common points within two stereoscopic images (Sansoni, 

Trebeschi & Docchio, 2009).  

Comparing with stereo vision, laser triangulation and time-of-flight are considered to 

be more effective methods of 3D data acquisition. The principle of triangulation 

assists in finding the depth of the scanned object or the distance from the 3D scanner 

to the object based on trigonometry with condition that distance between scanning 

system and digital camera is known (França et al., 2005).  

3D scanning technologies based on triangulation method usually yield highly 

accurate information regarding all three dimensions, even though having certain 

disadvantages such as low speed of 3D data acquisition, limited range of work and 
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relatively high production costs which restricts the widespread adoption of this 

method (Sansoni et al., 2009). 

Time-of-flight principle is called for in case of applications when accuracy can be 

sacrificed, but high speed of data acquisition is required. For example, several 

companies utilize time-of-flight approach in their devices such as pmd technologies, 

Mesa Imaging, Texas Instruments and Canesta to ensure getting 3D data of dynamic 

environments in real time, for example, for autonomous driving or advanced driver 

assistance systems (ADAS) (Kolb, Barth & Koch, 2008).   

Proposed method is based on the identifying depth information based on transit time 

of light or laser beam to go from transmitter or emitter to the receiver. The 

undoubted advantages of time-of-flight are higher range, potential to lower 

production costs and versatility meaning that the principle could be used for different 

devices depending on the application. Low precision is the major drawback, although 

it is still adequate for many applications where high resolution and accuracy are not 

required (Kolb et al. 2008). 

Table 4. Advantages, disadvantages and potential applications of three 3D 

scanning technologies 

Technologies Advantages Disadvantages Potential applications 

Stereo Vision Simplicity 

Low cost 

Low precision Entertainment 

Information transfer 

Automated systems 

Triangulation High precision 

Day/Night operation 

Low speed 

Low range 

High cost 

Surveying  

3D mapping 

Historical preservation 

Time-of-flight High range 

Day/Night operation 

High versatility 

Low precision 

High cost 

Object detection 

Collision prevention 

Mixed reality 

Gesture control 
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Although all described and other related technologies are alternative to each other 

and competitive to some extent, very often they are used in different devices to 

accomplish slightly different tasks. Triangulation is used in applications where high 

precision is needed, for example, 3D scanning for further 3D printing, historical 

preservation, 3D modeling, healthcare and manufacturing processes while stereo 

vision systems not being highly accurate, but fast and considerably cheap are widely 

implemented into applications to detect objects and people and relatively point out 

their location (robotics and automation, for instance).  

The technological invention to be described in this thesis is based on time-of-flight 

principle, so the potential applications for this particular technology are explained in 

greater detail further on.  

5.1.2 3D solid-state laser scanner  

The technological invention which is the subject of this master thesis is called 3D 

solid-state laser scanner and has being developed for quite many years already by 

Circuits and Systems research team of the University of Oulu headed by Professor 

Juha Kostamovaara. Invented system includes several innovational solutions related 

to the architecture of transmitter and receiver and intends to transform into disruptive 

3D scanner which could be implemented into both current and emerging 

applications.  

Developed 3D scanner is an active sensor system with its own source of illumination 

that is why it can operate during the night as well. It also does not require physical 

touch to take the measurements of the object and construct a 3D image.   The whole 

system consists of two main parts – laser diode transmitter and 2D SPAD (Single 

Photon Avalanche Diode) array which is a receiver.  

The process of 3D data acquisition can be viewed from the picture below and 

described as follows: laser diode generates high energy short pulse of photons which 

illuminates the target area under specific angle of view. Then, some of the photons 

reflect from the target and get detected by the receiver. The depth of the object or 

third dimension required to make a 3D image is calculated by the receiver based on 
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the transit time of photons to go from the transmitter and back to the receiver 

(Nissinen and Kostamovaara, 2009). This principle is called time-of-flight.  

 

 

Figure 5. Receiver and transmitter of solid-state laser scanner (Source: Presentation of Pr. 
Kostamovaara “Solid-state laser scanner 

The advantages of proposed method are undeniable – the future 3D imager is a solid-

state laser scanner without any moving parts meaning that it can be integrated in 

many different applications due to its versatile, robust and miniaturized structure and 

is more enduring if comparing with not solid-state solutions. Solid-state nature of the 

proposed method also allows mass production of the future device that is why it can 

be manufactured at lower costs.  

In addition, the sizes of both receiver and transmitter in new prototypes can be 

reduced in the future and final 3D imager might be as small as a matchbox or even 

smaller. The size and weight of the module have critical meaning in some of current 

applications, for instance, small unmanned aerial vehicles require light, well-

performing, but yet simple and cheap solutions for their vision systems performing 

detect-and-avoid functions. It also can be embedded in various applications with 

dynamic environment or moving vehicles because of higher comparing with 

mechanical solutions durability.   

Furthermore, the laser diode (transmitter) has excellent performance features such as 

high resolution, high accuracy, low power consumption, high range and wide field of 
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view. 3D solid-state laser scanner acquires 3D data on a fly or in real time with the 

speed of more than 10 frames per second. The most important parameters being the 

sources of competitive edge for future technological solution are listed in the table 

below. 

Table 5. Technological parameters of 3D solid-state laser scanner 

Range Around 10 meters 

Field of View 25 x 50 degrees 

Accuracy Less than 1 cm level 

Framerate More than 10 frames per second 

Pixel resolution 32 x 128 and 64 x 256 

It is also important to understand that solid-state and digital nature makes this 

technological invention very scalable in terms of parameters. So, the performance of 

the system can be improved with the time without serious limitations. The tradeoffs 

between range or special resolution and framerate are also possible at the designing 

stage depending on the chosen application for the technology. 

5.1.3 General overview of 3D scanning technologies and devices market 

Some time ago measuring world in 3D would have seemed to be a science fiction, 

however it is not the case anymore due to the rapid technological developments 

implemented in various spheres of economies and societies. A lot of attention 

nowadays is devoted to the research on megatrends which are “the forces that have 

the power to reshape society” and take around 10-15 years to develop and spread and 

characterized by the resistance to economic downturns and uncertainties (Spitsberg 

et al, 2015).  
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3D scanning might be one of those megatrends to stay for a very long time and 

comprehend more and more industries and domains of influence. To support this 

statement, it is worth mentioning that numerous challenges and problems global 

community faces nowadays are also contributing to recent development of 3D 

scanning solutions – companies to survive need to employ every chance to increase 

productivity, meet the market requirements, especially on quality, and achieve 

sustainable development in the long run. 3D scanning solutions are successfully 

implemented already in so many industries such as automotive & transportation, 

aerospace & defense, surveying, agriculture, oil & gas, mining and healthcare which 

gives not even close to complete list of applicable industries.  

High demand for 3D scanning technologies might be explained by the emerging 

trends and problems of the modern society. For example, the ageing problem in 

many developed countries leads to increased demand for advanced solutions in 

healthcare, dental, pharmaceutical and medical devices industries 

(investors.hexagon.com, 2015). That is why numerous companies operating in 

healthcare and medicine spheres such as Align Technology and Sirona are catching 

the trend and developing 3D scanning devices as the part of their core businesses.  

Next challenge which drives the technologies forward is related to the increasing 

population worldwide and the problem of scarce resources. These macro trends 

encourage companies to increase their productivity and create solutions minimizing 

the input resources. To solve these issues 3D scanning technologies have started to 

be implemented at almost all stages of manufacturing process from the initial design 

to distribution which allows saving the most valuable resources as time and finances.  

The increasing middle-income class in developing countries highly influences the 

consumption market in a global scale and might be considered as a positive factor 

since the more people buy and consume the more demand they create and as a result 

it gives an impulse to the economy and technological development 

(investors.hexagon.com, 2015).  

Finally, per UN reports on World Urbanization Prospects more than half of the 

global population lives in cities rather than in rural areas and by 1950 the percentage 
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of people living in urban areas will exceed 66% (2014). This fact as well as 

continuous improvements in infrastructure triggered the development of 3D scanners 

which might be utilized in construction and surveying.  

Those macro trends might be considered as the main drivers for the 3D scanning 

industry along with overall significantly increased interest of customers towards 

using 3D scanning in different applications. 

 

Figure 6. Macro trends influencing on Global 3D scanning market 

Frost & Sullivan in their “3D Imaging Technology–9D Assessment” report also 

concluded that 3D imaging market is rapidly developing and already in two years 

more applications and products will be developed and manufactured for different 

industries (2014). Upcoming years are going to be the years of strongest impact for 

industrial applications as well as those of security. For example, companies like 

Cyberware, Hamamatsu Photonics, and Human Solutions manufacture and progress 

laser scanning technologies in healthcare industry for different purposes – 3D images 

can be used for deformity detection and skin analysis both of which are the diagnosis 

methods, while other possible uses include human’s well-being control (exercise and 

diet), burn treatment and monitoring (Treleaven & Wells, 2008).  
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Recent developments in different domains created a demand for 3D scanning 

devices. 3D scanning solutions for such industries as Automotive and Transportation, 

Aerospace and Defense, Telecommunication, Satellites, Energy, Oil and Gas, Metals 

and Mining, Consumer Goods, White Goods, Household Applications, Medical 

Electronics, Universities and Research, Global Manufacturing and others are being 

developed and distributed on a global market by multiple companies which provide 

the technology itself with the special software. The top leaders in versatile industrial 

solutions are Hexagon AB headquartered in Sweden, Faro Technologies based in US, 

Nikon Metrology from Japan and many others (See the Appendix 2A). 

At the same time, several challenges of the 3D imaging market cannot be ignored. In 

the first run, this market is characterized by high price sensitivity because costs of 

developing such kind of solutions might be extremely high. Significant difference in 

prices for 3D scanners might have substantial psychological impact on customers and 

their purchasing decisions. Factors which influence on the pricing include those such 

as the principle lying based on technology, brand name, accuracy, resolution, 

measurement speed and customization requirements (Frost & Sullivan report, 2013). 

So, now the main goal of the companies operating in the 3D imaging market is to 

minimize development and production costs with keeping the quality and other 

parameters at the same level in order to reduce the final price of the technology and 

make it more affordable for general consumers. Currently, the prices for 3D 

scanners vary from $3,000 to about $150,000, however, there are different price 

limits for different solutions since they are used for various purposes. 3D 

scanners ranging at $2,000 - $30,000 belong to the low-cost group and the market for 

those technologies is characterized by considerably high competition (Frost & 

Sullivan report, 2013).  

Regarding the global production and distribution of 3D scanning devices according 

to the Frost & Sullivan report North America and Japan are the areas with high 

intensity of technology adoption. What is interesting in US businesses predominantly 

have taken the roles of the main drivers of the R&D in 3D scanning while in 

European continents academic institutions conduct most of the research related to 3D 

scanning solutions if comparing with companies. Several businesses such as Pelican 

http://www.nikonmetrology.com/en_EU/Applications/Aerospace
http://www.nikonmetrology.com/en_EU/Applications/Telecommunication-Satellites
http://www.nikonmetrology.com/en_EU/Applications/Energy
http://www.nikonmetrology.com/en_EU/Applications/Consumer-Goods-White-Goods-Household-Applications
http://www.nikonmetrology.com/en_EU/Applications/Medical
http://www.nikonmetrology.com/en_EU/Applications/Electronics
http://www.nikonmetrology.com/en_EU/Applications/Universities-Research
http://www.nikonmetrology.com/en_EU/Applications/Global-Manufacturing
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Imaging, Floored and Ziehm Imaging entered the market with breakthrough solutions 

which include those for medical purposes, 3D camera technologies for mobile 

devices and interactive 3D graphics technology for real estate and hospitability 

industries (Frost & Sullivan, 2014).  

Also, numerous companies have started to address consumer market due to the 

increased interest from general public towards 3D scanning and 3D printing. The 

example of those companies is US based Occipital with their structure sensor for 

mobile devices being able to 3D scan and having capabilities for augmented reality 

and large-scale reconstruction. 3D Systems also US based company enters the 

market with low cost, small and portable 3D scanning device with fairly good quality 

of scan and other parameters.  There are many more companies which suggest 

similar kinds of solutions with their own advantages, limitations, technical 

specifications and pricing.  

It is worth mentioning as well that academic research plays an extremely important 

role in developing 3D technologies. For example, center for computed tomography in 

University of Southampton provide solutions to serve engineering, biomedical, 

environmental, and archaeological sciences (Frost & Sullivan, 2014). Technische 

Universität München (TUM) research team is concentrated on developing 3D 

reconstruction solutions while researchers from ETH Zurich are working on multiple 

projects on using 3D technologies for object recognition, tracking and gesture 

analysis, cultural heritage preservation (Frost & Sullivan, 2014).   

Funding scenarios across the industry are also important to study because they enable 

in understanding the market dynamics and ways how to enter particular industry. It is 

well known fact that numerous paths of getting funded exist, however not that many 

are available for company aiming to enter 3D scanning market as in general, 

designing and manufacturing of 3D sensors might be very expensive. Among all the 

funding sources 3D imaging companies usually choose the venture capital (VC) 

companies since they could not only contribute to the company financially but also 

provide consulting, legal and other support.  
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The table below contains data on big funding deals between VCs and companies 

developing new 3D solutions for different industries. One of them is Occipital for 

which this funding round was not the first. In 2013 this US based company has 

already raised around $1.3 million on Kickstarter (kickstarter.com, 2013), global 

crowdfunding platform with the focus on introduction of creative technologies, 

pieces of art, designs and other creative projects. So, crowdfunding might be one 

important source of funding for newly initiated businesses especially in the market of 

consumer devices (See Appendix 2B)  

5.2 Scope of potential application areas 

3D solid-state laser scanning technology can be implemented in both traditional and 

emerging applications. In terms of traditional applications, the areas of technology 

utilization relate to range finding, measurement of height in silos and containers as 

well as measurement of geographical size and shape of different objects. However, 

such kind of technology due to its undoubted advantages comparing with solutions 

existing already on the market might bring even more value in the future if 

implemented in suitable emerging application.  

Those emerging technologies and applications will revolutionize and take over the 

world we live in gaining prominence in automotive, transportation, machine and 

robot vision, gesture control, 3D scanning, augmented and virtual reality industries. 

The market potential for 3d scanning solutions is huge, since it deems to be possible 

to discover more and more novel business ideas and untapped opportunities for 

different kinds of target audiences – both businesses and general consumers.  

One of the goals of the research on empirical level was to identify most prominent 

application areas for the technology which are more emerging rather than traditional 

ones. In this subchapter, the results of business opportunity identification created by 

3D solid-state laser scanning technology are listed together with extensive 

explanations. Those opportunities or application areas include Autonomous Driving, 

Transportation, Drones, Manufacturing, Forest Management, Gesture Control and 

Smart Home Office (See the Figure 7).  
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Already at the stage of opportunity identification initial assessment was done to 

narrow down the scope of all possible application areas. As it has been mentioned 

above 3D scanning technology can be embedded in multiple applications, but for 

successful commercialization either through licensing or venture creation academic 

entrepreneurs need to concentrate on one or two of them.  

During the project, we have been using different types of data from information 

found on companies’ websites and market research reports to technological articles. 

There is an explanation of business opportunity identification in the theoretical 

chapter and assessing possible application areas for the technology we have taken 

two-step approach. The logic staying behind the selection process is quite simple – 

first, all business opportunities technical requirements of which are matched with the 

capabilities of 3D solid-state laser scanner were defined. Then, recent industrial 

trends and market needs have also been studied and included in order to provide the 

scope of most promising application opportunities for the given technology. All 

possible application areas were discussed within the group of involved to the 

research participants including technology developers, thesis supervisor and industry 

experts. During the six month period, some of the application areas have appeared 

and become those of primary importance while others have been admitted as not that 

relevant due to the found information related to market size, impossible entry or 

competitive landscape. 

Figure 7. Potential application areas for 3D solid-state laser scanner 
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Advancements in 3D scanning technologies attract a lot of attention nowadays and 

make them more apt to be used in many of traditional and new applications. 

Companies and research institutions providing 3D scanning devices try to follow the 

trend and produce solutions which are cost effective, possible to mass produce and 

characterized by high portability and versatility (Sansoni et al., 2009). More detailed 

information on each identified application opportunity for the technology can be 

found in appendices 3A-3H which pay considerable attention to both market 

attractiveness of emerging (“detect and avoid” technologies for UAVs, drone 

detection) and already established, but still developing applications (gesture control, 

ADAS) and technical requirements for the solution needed to be accomplished in 

order to compete successfully with alternative technologies existing on the market 

already.  

All application opportunities including the information regarding key functions to 

perform, technical requirements, existing solutions and key players in each segment 

are summarized in the table below. Technical requirements are very important here 

as a differentiator since, for instance, ADAS, drone vision and mobile equipment 

guidance having similar functions require different characteristics from the system. 

Table 6. Summary on the potential application areas and key technical 

requirements for the solution 

Application Functions to 
perform 

Technical 
requirements 

Alternative 
solutions 

Key Players 

Automotive Collision 
avoidance 

Adaptive Cruise 
Control 
Parking 

Assistance 
 

FOV 360˚ / 20˚-30˚* 
Range up to 100m 

Weather conditions** 
Day & night 

operation 
Cost $100-150 

Short and long-
range radars, 

ultrasonic, infrared, 
camera based 
vision systems 

Continental, 
Velodyne, 

IBEO, Valeo 

Mobile 
Equipment 

Proximity sensing 
Collision 
avoidance 

FOV 360˚ / 180˚ 
Range up to 30m 

Weather conditions 

Short and long-
range radars, 

ultrasonic, infrared, 
camera based 
vision systems 

 

Velodyne, 
LeddarTech 

Industrial 
Safety 

Presence sensing FOV 360˚/180˚ 
Range up to 10m 

Safety mats, 
light curtains, laser 

scanners 
 

SICK, 
Rockwell 

Automation 

UAVs Collision 
avoidance 

FOV ±110° / ±15° 
Range up to ~100m 

Short and long-
range radars, 

DJI, Panoptec, 
Velodyne, 
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Weather conditions 
Small weight & size 

Cost effective 
 

ultrasonic, infrared, 
camera based 
vision systems 

AscTec 

Drone 
detection 

Drone detecting 
(differentiating 
them from other 

objects) 

FOV 360˚/180˚ 
Range up to ~100m 
Weather conditions 

Day & night 
operation 

 

Visible imaging, 
thermal imaging, 

LIDAR, RF, radar 
based systems 

Drone Detector, 
Drone Shield, 

Dedrone, Orelia 
aka drone-

detector 

Gesture 
Control 

Partial and full 
body gestures 
recognition 

Range up to 5-10m 
Low cost 

Resolution ~320x240 

Stereo and 
conventional 2D 
cameras, radar, 
wired gloves 

 

Texas 
Instruments, 

Hexagon, 
Infineon 

Smart Home Presence 
detection 

FOV 180˚ / 90˚-120˚ 
Range up to 5-10m 

Low cost 

Infrared, 
ultrasonic, 
microwave 

sensors, audio 
detection 

 

Heptagon, 
Vivint, Revolv, 
Lutron, Trane 

Forestry 3D mapping of 
forest inventories 

FOV 360˚ / 80˚-180˚ 
Range 20-200m 

Precision up to 10mm 
Weather conditions 

Terrestrial LIDAR Velodyne, 
YellowScan 

* FOV 360˚ / 20˚-30˚ - 360˚ horizontal and 20˚-30˚ vertical field of view; 
** Weather conditions – sensors should have capacity to operate under different, unfavorable as well, 
conditions (rain, cloudiness, fog, snow, high sun radiation, etc.)  

5.3 Business model for selected business opportunities 

The ultimate goal of the technology development team as well as the university being 

the invention owner and holder of all associated patents is to commercialize the 

technology. During the research, several possible scenarios such as licensing of the 

technology, joint development of technology-based product for already established 

company and new venture initiation were discussed.  

Licensing. Being one of the possible scenarios of technology commercialization 

licensing the IP related to the technology to the third parties has the lowest potential 

for long-term substantial profit generation. At the same time, licensing is one of the 

fastest opportunities to commercialize the technology and generate short-term 

revenues.  

Joint development. Other scenario is based on cooperation with other players in 

automotive industry, primarily automotive tier-2 suppliers of laser scanning and 

software solutions for ADAS applications. This will include the cooperative R&D to 
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make the technology suitable for major suppliers’ needs. The main disadvantage here 

is the great time and resources loss since designing of new product for these kinds of 

customers consumes a lot of time and requires substantial human resources. Also, 

cooperation with tier-2 suppliers might or might not lead to new company creation, 

but if it does, cooperation positions the future company far from the end customers in 

the value chain as a tier-3 supplier. Thus, most probably new company will not be 

able to derive most of the value from this scenario. 

New company. Final scenario presumes the new company spinning out from the 

university with 3D solid-state laser scanning technology being a main asset of newly 

initiated venture. New company creation in case of success is able to derive most of 

the value from the technology transfer if comparing with university licensing or 

university-industry cooperation. On the other hand, starting company is always risky 

and requires initial funding as well as there is a need to negotiate with the university 

over the technology transfer. 

Table 7. Advantages and disadvantages of different scenarios of technology 

commercialization. 

Possible 
scenario/business 

model 

Advantages Disadvantages 

University-industry 
technology transfer 
via licensing 

Efficient to  generate short-term 
earnings 

Has a lowest potential in 
generating revenues in a long 
term perspective. Do not lead 
to company creation, form of 
university-industry technology 
transfer 
 

Joint research 
development (for 
example, with IBEO) 

Established connection to IBEO 
and possibility to reach tier-1 
suppliers such as Autoliv, 
Continental, Valeo and others 
 

Will require substantial human 
resources and time for R&D 
already from the beginning 

New company creation Opportunity to build profitable 
and sustainable business 

Need of substantial initial 
investments.    

 

During the research our group has faced following problem. Due to several reasons, 

such as versatile and scalable nature of the invention and the fact that 3D solid-state 

laser scanning technology is still in the development stage, so the parameters might 

be altered depending on the application, this 3D scanning technology can gain 
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prominence in numerous application areas. Although we significantly decreased the 

scope of application opportunities from the beginning because of either not matching 

with required parameters or small non-identifiable market, the number of 

applications is still big. So, the nature of the technology not only gives us the 

freedom of choice between different applications, but it also creates problem of how 

to choose market which will allow deriving most of the value from the technology 

and assisting in building sustainable profitable business in the future.  

Apart from the difficulty of market selection caused by wide scope of available 

applications, we also came to a conclusion that lacking knowledge on each of these 

applications and what is more important on real customers’ demands makes the 

choice towards concrete market right from the beginning not possible. That is why, 

during ongoing meetings idea to develop twofold business model as a solution to 

these problems emerged.  

First, to generate short-term revenues the technology might be licensed to third 

parties. At the same time, basic product (sensor module) with software development 

kit (SDK) are being sold to customers across different industries described above. 

The main target of this is to explore business opportunities related to the technology 

exploitation. In such way, we avoid making a decision related to the application area 

for technology right away which is based mainly on mere assumptions and might be 

wrong because we do not know the customers yet and what are their needs. So, 

licensing will assist in generating revenues to support other business activities in the 

first run. But direct sales to customers and tracking their demand would help to 

identify the customer segments and most prominent vertical(s).  

5.3.1 Business model for technology commercialization 

Business model on the commercialization of 3D solid-state laser scanning 

technology is constructed using the business model wheel framework which seeks 

answers for questions such as what product and value proposition is offered to 

customers, how the key operations and resources must be allocated to deliver product 

to customer and why this business is going to be profitable (Ahokangas et al., 2014). 
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Business model elements are described in detail further for both licensing and sales 

business activities and summarized in the table 13.  

“What” elements 

“What” elements of the business model wheel clearly define on which customers 

segments company is oriented on, what exactly company’s product is and for which 

reasons customers might choose this particular product over the alternative solutions 

existing on the market.   

Customer segments. 

Automotive OEMs and system integrators such as Valeo, Autoliv, Bosch, etc. 

supplying collision avoidance systems and ADAS to car manufacturers can be 

considered as the key customers to license the technology from new company. The 

choice towards automotive industry players stems from the interest of one of the 

Tier-2 suppliers in 3D scanner developed at university and overall trends in 

technology development of ADAS and autonomous driving systems.  

Many technology experts believe that widespread market penetration of “driverless 

cars” depends on the vision systems which are solid-state, cost effective and 

miniaturized. That is why more and more Tier-1 suppliers are acquiring tech start-

ups developing such kind of technologies or are looking for partnerships with 

universities and research institutions to gain competence in solid-state laser scanning. 

Increased interest towards technology together with opportunity to reach automotive 

companies creates premises for development of future successful licensing 

relationships.   

Another group of customers includes industrial companies operating across verticals 

described in previous sub-chapter (drones and drone detection, heavy mobile 

equipment, gesture control, forest management, etc.). However, this is the list of 

emerging and fast developing verticals potential customers might belong to, however 

the business model is horizontal and oriented on the mass market meaning that we 

expect to attract different groups of customers from different industries. The reason 
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to that derives from the main target of early stage activities which is to gain 

important information regarding the demands in 3D imaging market and utilize it for 

further identification of the most prominent vertical.  

Value proposition & Offering 

To make business model successful value proposition and offering need to be clearly 

articulated and be able to explain why customers should choose the solution provided 

by the company and not that of the competitors. In our case, potential licensee has an 

opportunity to exclusively use company’s intellectual property strongly secured by 

multiple patents in their R&D and eventually commercialize the technology or 

implement it in own systems. One of the benefits of the technology refers to the fact 

that it is relatively easy to design around the technology and produce ready solution 

at considerably lower than current costs.  

Industrial customers get a solution based on superior, miniaturized and low cost 

technology which they can utilize in their operating activities. In addition to the 

technological advantages of the product, it is user configurable meaning that 

customers have an open access to product’s SDK and can create their own software 

based on their needs.  

Competition & Differentiation 

To make the product more competitive on the market, differentiation strategy might 

be employed relatively comparing own solution with alternative ones existing on the 

market and offering more superior to them product (McGrath, 2000). However, 

customer needs must be taken into account; otherwise one of the scenarios is 

developing and providing a product with values customers do not appreciate or need. 

All markets new company is aiming to enter with 3D solid-state laser scanner are 

highly differentiated markets.  

For example, not only automotive tier-1and tier-2 suppliers are providing solutions in 

ADAS and autonomous driving, but also smaller tech start-ups, universities and 

research institutions innovate over modern vision systems and utilize different 
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technologies with different features to perform the same functions – environment and 

proximity sensing. Thus, at the early stage of the company development price 

differentiation strategy becomes the most efficient way to compete with current 

solutions which in many cases are overpriced (example, LIDAR) and because of this 

do not acquire significant market shares. However, further on with the selection of 

the concrete market the basis of differentiation will shift to product oriented strategy. 

In other words, certain vectors of differentiation for the solution must be determined 

and the product becomes the platform for continuous development and innovation to 

stay in line with this particular vector.  

“How” elements 

“How” elements describe the content of business model and relate more to the 

activities which need to be performed to make business model work. Such elements 

as marketing and sales, competitive advantages and key operations are explained in 

greater detail in relation to the case. 

Marketing & Sales 

The technology is going to be licensed to one of automotive industry related 

companies, but without further company’s involvement into the research and 

development since it requires a lot of additional resources and consumes time.  

With industrial customers, direct sales of the product to the mass market are going to 

be employed. However, although at the beginning “world product” strategy is to be 

implemented in order to gather valuable information on customer segments, it is still 

important to limit the scope of potential application areas what has already been done 

and explained because without this focus the marketing and sales efforts of the 

company towards product promotion become widely diffused. At the initial stages, 

different marketing channels such as startup events, pitching competitions, 

conferences, exhibitions, social media, etc. need to be employed to promote the 

product across identified verticals very fast.  
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Geographical focus also should be somewhat limited because the costs of entering 

each market might far exceed the potential profits. USA, Western Europe and Asia 

Pacific region are the biggest markets and consumers of 3D imaging technologies, so 

the possible strategy might be to start with European region where 3D innovations 

creating companies take lead over their competitors in other areas and expand in the 

future.  

Key operations  

Activities to be performed before the launch relate to the technology IPR package 

which needs to be prepared and secured.  Next, the terms of licensing agreement of 

technology transfer from university t newly initiated company need to be negotiated. 

Sensor modules manufacturing and software development partners should be found 

before the company creation. The key operations of new venture mainly are 

manufacturing which is going to be outsourced and marketing and selling the product 

to industrial customers.  

Source of competitive advantage 

High technology companies usually acquire sources of competitive advantages via 

strategies which are either product oriented or price based (McGrath, 2000).  

Competitive advantages possible to achieve in our case are also two-fold. First 

source derives from the solid-state and digital nature of the technology that makes 

the future product development depending on the increased customer demands on the 

solution performance feasible. The product based on 3D solid-state laser scanning 

technology can have higher image resolution, accuracy, range of operation or speed 

of data acquisition (framerate).  

From the price point of view, since most manufacturers and technology developers 

are struggling to make the prices for 3D scanners smaller, potential to lower the costs 

associated with manufacturing of device also becomes an important source of 

competitive advantage in the future. Finally, strong “core” and additional patents 

protecting parts or the whole sensor system constitute the unfair competitive 

advantage making others restricted from entering the market with similar product.   
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“Why” elements 

“Why” elements are called to examine the overall attractiveness of the market 

opportunity and assist in making decisions towards weather to employ the 

opportunity or not. Revenue model and cost structure might be not quantified in the 

business model, but the sources of revenues must be clearly defined as well as cost 

drivers. 

Basis of pricing 

“Too often companies ignore pricing strategy and it shows” (McGrath, 2000:191). I 

have already designated price as a part of differentiation strategy since the future 

product based on solid-state technology will be cheaper than competitive solutions. 

So, the pricing strategy of newly initiated company is very important for future 

company success and cannot be neglected. Taking the strategic approach towards 

pricing several essentials about prices need to be taken into consideration – how 

price is going to be changed and evolved with the time on the market, how customers 

and competitors would react on set pricing, which principles competitors use to set 

their own prices and which alternative pricing strategies to develop in case of first 

one being inefficient (McGrath, 2000).  

As long as the price determines company’s position on the market and newly 

initiated venture based on the university based technology is going to serve multiple 

verticals at the beginning, the prices for sensor module and SDK must be highly 

competitive to attract as many industrial customers as possible. So, penetration 

pricing and cost-plus approach calculating direct material costs, direct labor costs 

and allocated overheads are going to be taken in order to increase the size of the 

market and promote the product rapidly.  

In licensing agreements licensees are usually charged for one or more of the 

following options: licensing fee paid up-front, ongoing royalties or lump sum 

ongoing licensing fee payments. For technology rolling royalties might be the ideal 

strategy because they directly depend on the revenues. Based on the performance of 

the technology, technical parameters, ease of implementing into the licensee’s 
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systems or products and degree of protection, the royalties might be negotiated and 

stated in the licensing agreement beforehand. Usually, the average rate of royalties 

paid to patent or other intellectual property holders varies greatly from industry to 

industry and might depend on the product life cycles whether they are short or long 

lived and the contrast between traditional and high tech industries.  

Traditional industries tend to serve manufacturing and consumer goods markets 

characterized by relatively low royalty rates and low profit margins, while high tech 

industries of high margins are more differentiated and bring more value to the 

technology creators.  According to KPMG report on profitability and royalty rates 

across industries, in automotive sector technology inventors usually get around 4-6% 

royalties with profit margins of 20% (2012).  

The percentage of royalties is difficult to calculate and negotiate over, but several 

methods such as cost based, income oriented or the comparable market approach 

might be employed (WIPO, 2015). Cost approach does not consider the actual 

market value of the technology, the market based approach suggests identifying 

similar licensing agreements and setting the royalties’ rate depending on that 

comparison, however it might be challenging to find the reliable data on the licensing 

deals which are comparable to the full extent. So, the income approach is the most 

reliable way to set the royalty rate for both licensee and licensor according to which 

royalties’ rate is the percentage of net sales, but not profits because profit figured 

might be manipulated (ajpark.com, 2016).  

Cost elements and drivers 

At the early stage of company development, the cost driven business model should 

be employed, so that all costs occurring while running the business are diminished 

and reflect in low price of the ready solution. Most activities such as manufacturing, 

software and platform development are going to be extensively outsourced to third 

parties. While platform and SDK development requires substantial finances, the costs 

associated with them are one-time occurred. In contrast, costs related to licensing 

technology from the university might be ongoing assuming revenue sharing and 

further cooperation with university as well as manufacturing costs are reoccurring 

http://www.ajpark.com/
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and depending on the potential customer demands. In addition, such cost elements as 

direct labor to design the sensor module, marketing and sales, overhead expenses and 

professional services costs occurring during the process need to be considered.  

Market opportunity 

Licensing as a mean to exploit intellectual property is widely used nowadays to 

transfer technologies from one party to another. In our case intellectual property is a 

patent package which restricts other parties from copying or using 3D solid-state 

laser scanning technology in their own purposes. Currently, University of Oulu owns 

the patent on laser diode, while other patents are pending. For successful licensing 

the technology should be protected by core patent, but there also should be as many 

patents around as possible, so that competitors will not be able to commercialize the 

technology finding the gaps in the IP protection.  

In the new company creation scenario, there is a need to negotiate with university 

administration on further commercialization since the University of Oulu is the 

owner of all the patents granted. There are three possible scenarios of technology 

transfer from the university to a new company:  

1 Selling out patents. IPR might be bought totally from the university, but it does 

not help in establishing the long-term relations with the university and limits the 

access to future results of scientific research.  

2 Equity investment. University will have the ownership share in the newly 

initiated company in exchange of the patents. However, having the institution as 

one of the shareholders in the company might be troublesome. 

3 Revenue sharing. Collaboration with the university which will have its share 

from the company’s future revenues might be the most effective strategy. In this 

way new company takes the advantage of establishment of long-term relations 

with the university utilizing the fruits of the future academic research in the areas 

of optoelectronic sensors.  

If the negotiations with university bring fruitful results next step will be to start a 

company and find to whom the company’s IP might be licensed to. This step will 
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help company to generate short term revenues for supporting other business 

activities. Potential industry to license the technology might be automotive since 

nowadays most OEMs and tier-1 supplies are looking for innovations in the areas of 

ADAS and collision avoidance. For example, Autoliv, leading Swedish supplier of 

passive safety solutions is actively searching for partnerships, joint developments and 

acquisitions of the companies competent in LIDAR and related technologies. Other 

Tier-1 suppliers such as Bosch and Magna who might be interested in technology are 

listed in Appendix A.  

As far as directs sales to the customers are concerned, there can be three product 

configurations of 3D laser scanner including, first, sensor module only (transmitter 

and receiver) which produces raw 3D data, second, sensor module and software 

which is based on the application and able to determine how 3D data is going to be 

utilized, and, third, sensor module, software and software development kit (SDK), so 

that customers can modify the software. However, as long as the application area for 

3D solid-scanning technology has not been identified yet, product which consists of 

sensor module and SDK is going to be sold to different groups of customers since 

they can build their own software based on their needs and required application. 

Sales of the sensor module might be accomplished through the online platform via 

which access to SDK can be provided as well.  

All business model elements in relation of both licensing and sales are summarized 

in the table below and can serve as the basis for further evaluation. 

Table 8. Business model for technology commercialization in relation of two main 

activities. 

Business model elements Licensing 
 

Sales 

“What” elements 
 

Customer segments Automotive OEMs or their 
suppliers 

Industrial customers across Smart 
Home, Gesture Control, Drones 
and Machine Vision and other 

markets 
 

Value proposition & 
offering 
 

Intellectual Property to use Sensor elements & SDK 

Competition and Secured IP on superior cost Price differentiation strategy 
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differentiation effective technology 
 

“How” elements 
 

Marketing & Sales Finding licensing partners via 
social networks  

Direct sales of solution to 
customers via online platform 

 
Source of competitive 
advantage 

Strong IPR and ease of 
implementing technology into 

integrated systems 
 

Superior and cost effective 
technology 

Key operations Preparing IPR package 
Making licensing agreements 

Manufacturing outsourced 
Platform development outsourced 

 
“Why” elements 

 
Basis of pricing The income approach in 

calculating royalties  
Market competitive prices -Cost 
plus price for sensor module and 

SDK  
 

Cost elements and drivers Filing, obtaining and maintaining 
the patents 

Manufacturing  
Platform and SDK development 

Marketing & Sales 
Royalties to the university 

(revenue sharing) 
 

Market opportunity Automotive industry (~ 20% 
margins) 

Drone vision and drone detection, 
forest management, gesture 
control, mobile equipment 

Mass market strategy 

5.3.2 Business model assessment 

Based on the business model, oral pitch presentation is prepared to be delivered 

during the final meeting of the project team. The main target of this pitch is to assess 

business model and viability of overall commercialization strategy for Oulu 

University based 3D laser scanning technology. This assessment is done by both 

project participants and invited external to project parties. The received feedback and 

new insights from the final meeting are going to be presented later in this chapter. 

Building oral pitch presentation based on business model elements 

After watching numerous examples of successful pitch presentations and looking 

through sources teaching how to pitch the ideas, products or services to potential 

investors, buyers or other parties the main conclusion has been made that pitch in 

almost all cases contains the same elements, but the way speakers structure it might 

vary. Moreover, it has been observed that all elements from most business model 
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frameworks including business model wheel, business model canvas and lean canvas 

are always to less or more extent presented in the pitch. So, usually in order to 

provide coherent and logic storyline the structure of the oral pitch presentation is as 

follows: 

1) Short introduction about the company, idea, product or service to provide 

audience with some initial view of what is going to be presented further on. 

2)  Identified business opportunity or potential customers’ problems need to be 

specified indicating the market size and opportunity as well.  

3)  Solution to identified problem should be presented as well including the 

information regarding how the provided solution differentiates from already 

existing ones. 

4) Next comes competition, so prior research on direct and indirect competitors 

on the market company is aiming for must be conducted.  

5) Business model including revenue streams and cost structure can be presented 

to make forecasts on future profitability of the company. In the context of 

pitch presentations   

6) Finally, the pledge for certain amount of investments, why and for which 

purposes company asks for them must be stated (in case when the main 

purpose of the pitch is to get funded which is almost always the case). 

The business model elements are distributed across these specified parts of the pitch. 

Below there is a figure illustrating this distribution, however the “How” elements 

including key operations and marketing and selling activities are not demonstrated in 

the schema because in most pitches entrepreneurs only slightly mention about them 

or skip at all. In our case, the key operations and marketing and selling description 

are included into the part where the cost structure is explained. 
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Figure 8. Business model elements across oral pitch presentation structure. 

The full content of the pitch across above illustrated structure can be viewed from the 

Appendix B.  

Pitch assessment 

During the final meeting of the project team with invited external experienced 

entrepreneurs the valuable feedback on the pitch presentation and associated business 

model was collected. The data received from the meeting includes both the 

evaluation scale where evaluators needed to give a score from 1 (low) to 5 (high) on 

9 criteria which are Target market, Problem/need, Solution & Value proposition, 

Competition, Key operations, Licensing activities, Revenue model, Cost structure 

and Overall strategy of commercialization. So, the highest score one evaluator can 

grant is 45 while 9 is the worst evaluation of the pitch and therefore the overall 

commercialization strategy. As long as the number of evaluators is 7, the total 

highest score is 315 or 35 per each category. 

To relieve the analysis data is researched across the pitch structure parts (pitch body) 

including business opportunity, solution, competition and business model (revenue 

streams and costs structure) as they constitute the content of the presentation and 

illustrate the main business model elements. In addition, expert insights were given 

mainly to overall business model and commercialization strategy rather than separate 
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modules of business model. So, in the pitch assessment part general comments are 

going to be addressed as well.  

 Business opportunity  

Business opportunity block of pitch structure explains the main problem to solve or 

need unfulfilled. There should be either large and dynamic markets or a possibility 

for high priced niche.  

Table 9. Business opportunity block assessment 

Criteria Score Evaluators’ views and comments 

Target market 19/35 According to the selected strategy the customer segments and market 

are going to be explored in the first phase. 

… market opportunities need to be narrowed down. 

…market is not specifically defined which is because business with 

three dimensions acquisition is huge. 

Problem/Need 22/35 Concrete customer problem is not identified.  

The evaluators concluded that the concrete market to enter should be identified even 

before starting a business, even though according to the presented strategy the market 

and associated customer segments are to be determined during first exploratory stage 

when the basic product based on the 3D scanning technology is sold to different 

customers across multiple industries to track their demand and select the vertical 

afterwards based on that information and knowledge.  

“… my first impression is that we need a lot of more information about all 
possible applications… As we all know world is full of distances, even this 
room is full of distances.”   

So, the market opportunity is huge, however for start-up company from university 

the necessity to find right market niche, specific and well defined, seems to be 

essential for most evaluators. To accomplish this task the experts suggest to “look at 

the market and do more analyzing and see what are the requirements and highest 

potential in each segment.”  
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“Thinking about practical commercial solutions I think business [based on 
the 3D scanning technology] is able to generate totally new opportunities...” 

On the other hand, new opportunities or emerging markets such as drone detection or 

“detect and avoid” systems for drones are too unpredictable and hard to get reliable 

information from. Already established markets, for instance automotive industry, 

deem to be well structured and hard to penetrate. So, according to one of the 

evaluators, choosing between two kinds of business opportunities, risky emerging 

markets and well-functioning existing ones with high barriers for new entrants, is “a 

double-edged sword”. Even though the idea to explore potential markets with the 

basic product was clear and logical to evaluators they had serious concerns regarding 

difficulties to implement this strategy due to lack of human and financial resources as 

well as lack of focus. 

 Solution 

The initial idea was to create a kind of “exploratory” solution to conduct much 

deeper market research, observe customers and track where the demand come from. 

The solution is the sensor module including laser diode and receiver and SDK, so 

that customers could build their own software depending on the application. In the 

pitch, mainly the technological capabilities as well as benefits of 3D solid-state laser 

scanner were presented. Since there was not certain application for the technology, 

only the range of them, optimal technical parameters were selected. 

Table 10. Solution block assessment 

Criteria Score Evaluators’ views and comments 

Solution & Value 

Proposition 

23/35 Technology advantages are real and obvious. 

… it [technology] is not merely replacing this or that existing solution 

and it is difficult to say… I see it [technology] so different from these 

old fashioned existing solutions. 

I am very confident that this [technology] is very unique, but still you 

cannot cover all applications with the same solution. 

However, per the feedback received, even with superior and unique technology it is 

impossible to create a product with the same characteristics to satisfy all mentioned 
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applications due to the fact that customers from different industries demand for 

different features. Thus, this part of the pitch covers the technology and praises its 

attractiveness and superiority towards existing technologies rather than explains the 

product which is not existent now because of difficulty to select the market focus. 

So, the main purpose of the presenter was to communicate the technology and its 

advantages in clear manner to audience which can be unfamiliar to the 3D scanning 

area.   

Competition 

Competitive solutions such as mechanical LIDARs, SONARs and RADARs were 

mentioned in the pitch with the key players or companies utilizing those technologies 

to acquire 3D images, but since the market is not identified yet, competition factor 

was considered in a more general and wide context. Thus, not that much of a 

feedback was left by the audience regarding this part of the pitch. 

Table 11. Competition block assessment 

Criteria Score Evaluators’ views and comments 

Competition 21/35 Position in the value chain needs to be taken into account  

Business model  

Business model block of the pitch covers such essential elements as the sources of 

revenue streams including licensing generating short-term incomes, key operations 

for the company launch and development and associated costs. The main problem 

and concerns of the audience over the lack of focus and no certain market identified 

influenced on the evaluation of the business model as well. It is hard to explain and 

justify where the revenues are coming from if we do not know the exact customer yet 

– the range of potential customers varies from automotive to security industries. 

Licensing activities are also possible, but risky because, first of all, they require 

strong IP protection and licensing to big companies might be even dangerous since if 

they might decide to simply but the newly initiated venture which does not have 

enough power and resources to resist. At the same time, licensing before selecting 

the vertical might cut some promising opportunities for the future company to 
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follow. So, all the threats and challenges related to licensing the technology out from 

the new company need to be considered carefully.   

Table 12. Business model block assessment 

Criteria Score Evaluators’ views and comments 

Revenue model 20/35 Licensing as a source of generating short-term revenues might be a 

complicated process because for licensing you need to demonstrate 

that you have something really valuable… 

With business model it is still early, you first find some customers, so 

some R&D with them. Find a product-market fit with the customers 

and start building business model, and then you are ready. 

Licensing activities 25/35 … if you are licensing and then looking for a vertical, we need to be 

very careful, licensing only what we are not going for, missing, losing 

or closing out of certain sectors later on. That’s a kind of key point. 

… licensing of just a part of the system, some portion of technology 

would be utilized. 

Cost structure 16/35 The scenario with exploratory activities to do market research and 

determine the vertical to follow requires high initial investments 

because of associated with manufacturing and platform development 

costs. 

Key operations 19/35 Outsourcing of core activities such as sensor module manufacturing 

might impose some risks.  

Overall commercialization strategy  

The problem of selecting concrete market focus conducting general market research 

based on widely available information stays, but during the discussion participants 

suggested more low cost approaches to overcome this challenge by contacting 

potential customers across identified application areas which include automotive, 

drone vision, drone detection, smart home, security, robotics and other industries and 

arrange workshops with each industry group.  

“… arrange workshop with automotive players. With others, we arrange 
meeting with local companies which are big enough. For example, Bittium 
is in security, so we can meet with them and see what are their insights on 
how the technology could be implemented in security applications. This is 
low cost approach.”    
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The proposals relate to the examples with automotive and security industries, but it 

also has been suggested to arrange meetings and discussions with companies’ 

representatives from each emerging and potential for future entrance markets. This 

approach deems to be less risky since it does not require a lot of commercialization 

resources, but still assists in providing reliable data from potential customers who 

might be interested in technology and gaining competence in the areas currently 

unknown.  

Table 13. Overall commercialization strategy assessment 

Criteria Score Evaluators’ views and comments 

Overall strategy of 

commercialization 

24/35 Going to the market with “exploratory” offer might be time and 

resources consuming, low cost approach might be developed. 

Average score and 

next steps 

26/35 … the best way will be, because you already defined some areas 

[applications] and next step will be – ok, we are not including or 

excluding anything at this step, because if we do – we are just flipping 

a coin and see what comes out of that, but instead you already said 

that you have discussions with automotive industry. We should focus 

on people who really understand this business. 

… deeper market research, but without substantial initial investments. 

 

Overall, the strategy to introduce exploratory stage before selecting the market was 

not evaluated with the high score mainly because most entrepreneurs prefer clear 

vision and direction already from the beginning. However, at the same time the 

difficulty to find this focus and product-market fit is acknowledged by the evaluators 

and alternative approach with action plan has been suggested.   
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6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter reflects summarized key findings based on the analysis conducted in the 

previous chapter as well as the answers to the main research question and sub-

questions. In addition, theoretical and managerial implications are developed 

together with limitations of the study and suggestions for future research presented at 

the end of the chapter.     

6.1 Key findings  

3D scanning technology as well as other innovations being developed at university 

usually has a plenty of application areas due to the fact that inventors rarely have a 

clear picture of the ready solution in mind during the development stages. It is 

common that prototypes of these inventions have very generic and optimal 

parameters to comfort and solve as many problems as possible. However, this 

approach cannot be implemented if the invention is going to be commercialized. 

Thus, inventors must face the problem of choosing the most promising application 

area among a variety of them which allows deriving most of the value from the 

technology.  

So, during the research described in detail in empirical part of the thesis several 

meetings and presentations with industry experts and entrepreneurs were conducted 

to identify the appealing business opportunities and develop the business model and 

strategy for further commercialization. For each such meeting, short presentations 

have been prepared including the final pitch presentation to give a space for 

discussions, collect feedback and derive results which are summed up in this sub-

chapter as key findings. Per the feedback responses collected during action research, 

the main approaches to commercialization of university based technology starting 

from business opportunity identification to its assessment were identified. 

Regarding business opportunity identification for university based technologies the 

application areas for the inventions can be numerous as in the case with 3D laser 

scanning technology and this creates a challenge for inventors on how to identify the 

most prominent one and build the commercialization path in accordance with this 
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choice. During the research application areas for the technology initially were 

researched through and discussed by the group based on the technical requirements 

for the solution first. It means that the parameters of the existing solutions were 

studied and compared with the characteristics of the 3D solid-state laser scanner. 

Next, the opportunity to outperform the competitive solutions was considered and 

tended to positively influence on whether certain application area is suitable or not. 

In some examples of application areas such as UAVs’ “detect and avoid” systems 

which must be as good as human vision or even better it is important to check if the 

technical parameters of the proposed solution conform to the safety requirements 

imposed by the authorities since safety concerns can be a major restraint for wide 

commercial use of drone vehicles. Those limitations and norms might be very strict 

and hard to satisfy. During the research the difficulty of obtaining the information 

regarding the regulations has been faced, although the data is supposed to be publicly 

available. Nevertheless, in some cases of emerging application areas and associated 

industries, technologies development might outpace corresponding with them 

regulations and norms.  

The scope of application areas has been determined based on the secondary sources 

such as industry journals and market researches and it is logical that there is a plenty 

of studies conducted on the already established and well-functioning markets, but not 

on the emerging opportunities which also represents serious obstacle in identifying 

the application area for the university based invention. For instance, drone vision, 

drone detection and similar applications might be considered as emerging ending 

with lack of secondary resources on them, that is why the valuable information to 

make a decision has to be obtained directly from the industry players.  

In contrast, automotive applications deem to be more traditional, competitive and 

easy to find data on, although this observation does not mean that there is no need to 

get connected to the industry itself as a primary source of information. This source 

provides valuable feedback and underlines specific for their segments requirements 

and needs.  
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However, mere match of technological features and benefits with the requirements 

for the solution is not enough for the application area to be recognized as promising 

and attractive business opportunity. Thus, the market characteristics also need to be 

taken into account when making the decision regarding the scope of potential 

application areas. The market either should be large enough to scale or emerging, but 

rapidly developing market. Other favorable situation occurs if the market has an 

opportunity for high price niche.  

For example, collision avoidance and driver assistance systems for automotive 

OEMs is relatively big market and what is more important – it is growing very fast 

since according to many experts, autonomous cars and cars with advanced driver 

assistance systems will acquire significant share of overall vehicles on the roads in 

the near future. The main strategy to employ here is price differentiation as the 

market seems to be highly sensitive to prices and demands for solutions able to be 

mass produced at lower costs. Researching market on size, customers’ segments and 

their specific needs was not an easy task because 3D scanning market is highly 

segmented and differentiated. Moreover, we were challenged to find the reliable data 

to enable decision making regarding choice of application areas and the main reason 

to that was the emerging nature of the market and its possibilities.  

Corresponding of technology capabilities and requirements together with overall 

market attractiveness revealed a pool of potential application areas and business 

opportunities to follow in the future. However, we concluded that at the moment we 

cannot exclude any of the opportunities because the only way to accomplish this is 

“flipping the coin and see what might come from that”. We do not have enough 

market data to make this kind of decisions. So, the solution was suggested during one 

of the project team meetings and it aimed to introduce business model which allows 

serving large groups of customers from different domains from Automotive to 

Security. The main purpose of this strategy is to acquire the important information 

about potential customers and emerging, fast developing markets. Following the 

standard practice, we developed during the research I summarized all the views and 

feedback collected at the second last meeting when we were evaluating different 

business opportunities linked to application areas and developing business model for 

further commercialization and based on that information prepared a 20-minute pitch 
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presentation for the final meeting. The full text of pitch could be found from the 

appendices and analysis of data is provided in previous chapter. 

So, in terms of evaluation of business model the audience had somewhat critical 

insights on the presented exploratory approach to commercialization giving several 

major reasons and arguments against this strategy. First, most evaluators mentioned 

the fact that the market focus is omitted from the strategy that is why customers 

could not be identified together with their needs and problems to solve.  

The total score on how audience evaluated the overall proposed commercialization 

strategy together with feedback given is provided in Table 18 from the previous 

chapter. The representative of venture capital company and entrepreneurs both have 

had similar views on the weakness of proposed approach – young company spinning 

off the university cannot operate without specific market to start with because 

opposite to big companies it simply does not have a lot of resources to serve many 

markets and customers at the same time. Apart from that not choosing concrete 

market has a purpose of collecting feedback from customers which once again 

demands additional human resources. Corporations can afford this strategy and carry 

associated costs but not newly initiated ventures which would better to start serving 

specific customer segments and then expand gradually gaining knowledge and 

expertise in other segments as well.  

Next argument against the presented business model of commercialization relates to 

licensing activities and is composed from the risk of possible cannibalization of 

future business opportunities for the spin-off. Licensing the technology to external 

parties might result in closing some application areas for the technology in the future. 

For example, if licensing 3D solid-state laser scanning technology to automotive tier-

1 suppliers it is essential to know exactly that after exploratory stage collision 

avoidance market is not an option and market to enter, otherwise it is hard, if not 

impossible, to compete with those tier-1 or tier-2 suppliers for serving car 

manufacturers.  

Finally, although nobody specified this as an argument against the proposed 

approach I got an impression that both entrepreneurs and university professionals are 
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looking for more cost-effective activities to explore the market and entering strategy 

which does not require substantial initial investments and allows withdrawing 

without much pain at any stage.  

So, the lack of financial and human resources, risk of cannibalization, need for high 

initial investments and lack of focus are considered to be the main weaknesses of the 

exploratory business model. That is why during the last meeting more cost effective 

approach was suggested which included arranging the multiple workshops with 

representatives of relatively big companies in different industries we researched for 

and ask for their views on how the technology can be utilized and in which 

applications.  

As expected creating a university spin-off out of the technological invention is not an 

easy process and includes many different steps. The first step related to desktop 

market research has been completed. The next stage as it has been suggested should 

involve more collaboration with external parties – potential customers, competitors 

and business partners (for example, companies which are higher in the value chain). 

One of the methods to get in touch with them is to visit various events, conferences 

and exhibitions where technology can be presented and “pitched” to interested 

parties to learn more about market traction in each potential segment for the given 

invention. 

The proposed business model could still work and result in creating a successful 

business since it would be based on profound market research, although it has been 

decided during the last meeting that more research needs to be done to draw any 

further conclusions. 

6.2 Answering research question 

The major research goal of this master thesis was to describe the process of 

examining the commercialization opportunity of science-based technological 

inventions at the early stage. The proposed theoretical framework for that was 

derived from business opportunity and business model literature and based on the 

idea that business model is the tool to explore and exploit business opportunity.  
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Both business opportunity and business model phenomenon are well researched in 

the current academic literature. However, business opportunity and business model 

are very generic theories stemming from multiple studies which might be the main 

premise for criticism, but also opening space for researching these phenomena in a 

relationship and in various specific contexts such as commercialization of science 

based inventions, for instance. So, the study addressed this gap trying to link 

business opportunity identification in the context of university based technological 

inventions’ commercialization and business model assessment.  

The key research question has been determined as: 

How to examine the commercialization potential of science-based technological 

inventions through identifying and evaluating business opportunities and 

building business model around them?   

To relieve answering research question two sub-questions related to business 

opportunity and business model theories were developed as well. 

What is the business opportunity in the context of technological inventions and how 

to assess the viability of different business opportunities? 

How can the business model be employed to explore and exploit business opportunity 

related to the technology commercialization? 

Sub-questions assisted in building logical and coherent theoretical framework for the 

research and answering the main research question.  

Describing business opportunity, the definition of Baron has been taken who 

considers business opportunity as “a perceived means” to find an existing market gap 

with certain product or service for satisfying customers’ needs and thus generate 

potential revenues in the future (2006). However, in the context of commercializable 

science based inventions there is not certain product or service yet, so the process of 

business opportunity identification becomes even more complicated. As in some 

cases described in the empirical part of the research, technological invention might 
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have prominence in several application areas. So, the terms of business opportunity 

and application area are closely related to each other. Far not all possible applications 

could be considered as attractive business opportunities.  

That is why opportunity identification and evaluation should go hand in hand in 

order to achieve favorable results and commercialize the technology successfully. 

This process seems to be rather complicated and iterative leading usually to either 

exploiting or refusing the opportunity in conditions of high uncertainty (Williams & 

Wood, 2015). When individual or academic entrepreneur in our case realizes the 

opportunity and considers the possibility of its exploitation, he/she evaluates given 

opportunity in terms of how attractive it is, so that it worth allocating of his/her time, 

efforts and money (Williams & Wood, 2015).   

When making initial assessment and identifying application areas for the case 

technology, we followed the logic of feasibility and desirability of this or another 

opportunity. So, the scope of application areas has been identified first based on 

whether the technology satisfies to the current requirements. So, if yes the 

opportunity has been admitted as feasible at the initial stage and if not it has been 

abandoned. After the first step, there has been a need to determine whether the 

opportunity is also desirable in terms of possibilities to license the technology, start a 

new venture, obtain potential for growth, acquire substantial market share and so on.  

Therefore, the nature of the technology, its benefits and limitations, has a primary 

importance in deciding if opportunity can be considered as both feasible and 

desirable. Some technologies developed at universities are considered to be scientific 

breakthroughs and have great potential even not to address current market’s gap, but 

create totally new markets establishing a first mover and the key player in the 

market. However, both new and emerging applications are hard to assess due to the 

lack or absence of market information and great uncertainty regarding the customers 

– if they at all would be interested in the solution.  

Thus, being first mover in the new industry might be very risky and even more 

successful for future companies to enter the market as they can get important 

information from previous entrants. On the other hand, relatively small university 
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spin-offs have to compete with large number of competitors in already established 

markets such as Automotive, that is why business opportunity identification at the 

early stages of technology development is critical for future company’s success and 

growth. There should be a perfect fit between the specific technology characteristics 

and benefits required for selected application area and existing market gap.  

Apart from the strategic fit between technology match and market characteristics 

other parameters should be taken into account when evaluating opportunity. There 

are plenty of practical frameworks to evaluate business and market opportunities, 

however in this study we assume that for the assessment process business model 

frameworks might be utilized especially when it is necessary to address market 

perspectives of evaluation process. Being a tool to explore and exploit business 

opportunity business model allows already from the beginning underlining the major 

qualitative parameters such as value proposition and offering, customer segments, 

competition and differentiation, key activities and profitability forecasts which are 

required to assess the future business in terms of viability and success.  

The elements of business model framework and the overall structure enables 

answering questions required to evaluate opportunity. For example, “what” and 

“why” elements of business model wheel assist in gaining understanding if the given 

opportunity can be considered as desirable – is it possible to acquire substantial 

market share, is there an opportunity to build scalable and high growth venture and is 

revenues and costs structure allow receiving economic gains. Meanwhile, “how” 

elements question the feasibility of the opportunity from the market perspective – is 

it possible to outperform competitive solutions and is it possible to run business with 

given resources and finances.    

So, for the empirical part of the research the initial proposal was to build business 

model around each identified business opportunity and articulate them via alternative 

oral pitch presentations. However, at the end of the project one business model on 

commercialization was presented because choosing between different business 

opportunities and application areas seemed to be irrational due to the lack of 

information on each of the market and absence of communication with potential 

customers. What was determined during the final meeting where pitch was presented 
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was that business model and pitch presentations were considered to be effective tools 

for evaluation, but under certain condition. Clear market focus should be selected to 

build such business model which is easy to articulate via pitch presentation and gives 

enough information for audience and project participants to evaluate business 

opportunity.  

In addition, according to the feedback received pitch presentations deem to be a 

highly effective way to present the technology, its capabilities and its benefits 

towards alternative solutions together with potential application areas to attract 

attention from potential customers and investors.  

Answering the main research question examining the commercialization opportunity 

of science based technological invention is not an easy task – the evaluation process 

can be time consuming and requires comprehensive market research on each 

business opportunity. But the overall process could be described as follows:   

1) First of all, it is necessary to know exactly what are the technical parameters 

of the technology – current ones and how much can they improve with the 

time.    

2) Then, all possible application areas for the technology need to be identified, 

gradually narrowing down the scope depending on whether existing or future 

technical parameters of the solution satisfy to the requirements. 

3) The most potential application areas are going to be determined taking into 

consideration the information related to the current industry and market 

trends and customer needs.  

4) Business model is developed around each identified business opportunity and 

presented via oral pitch presentation to potential customers, investors or other 

interested parties to collect the feedback, evaluate the opportunity and make 

the decision towards commercialization.    

6.3 Theoretical implications 

This master thesis aims to contribute to academic literature related to 

commercialization of science based technological inventions.  Business opportunities 
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created for these inventions are both explored and exploited through business model 

the main purpose of which is to derive value from the inventions developed at the 

university under this context.  

Taking an externalization approach to commercialization of the university based 

technologies (Markman et al., 2008) the creation of spin-off from the university is 

the most favorable and desirable income of any commercialization efforts. However, 

as it has been noticed during the project the commercialization can be quite 

challenging and the success of newly initiated venture is prescribed by the early 

development activities undertaken by technology and university itself.  

It should be noted that although not researched through very well in this study, the 

efforts and contribution of the researchers who are technology inventors are 

considered to be very important for overall success, especially if some steps towards 

commercialization are being taken already at early stages of technology 

development. University’s participation is critical as well and motivated by 

opportunity to signal of entrepreneurial nature of the university, possible revenues 

and what is even more important, potential to create ventures contributing to local 

economic development and growth (Feldman et al., 2002; Etzkowitz, 2004) which 

also has been observed during the study. 

The positive outcomes of commercialization as it has been already specified by Wu 

et al. (2015) are highly influenced by other factors as well such as applicability and 

marketability and the findings of this study also justify this fact. Considering 

technology commercialization from the resource-based perspective the technological 

invention developed at the university might turn into the key asset of the future spin-

off (Mustar et al., 2006).  

That is why the project participants have emphasized and repeatedly pointed out the 

necessity to secure IP on the technology, so that competitors would not be able to 

easily imitate it (Greco et al., 2013). The nature of the technological invention has a 

critical meaning here because the answer to the most important question should be 

found – where and how to apply the technology, so that it becomes a product which 
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is able to satisfy customers and generate revenues which already relates to 

marketability.  

The notions of business opportunity identification or defining prominent applicability 

areas and business model development representing marketability projections and 

efforts are interconnected and constitute the formula for successful 

commercialization. This is the reason why the purpose of the project described in the 

empirical study was not only to determine attractive business opportunity or 

application area, but also justify from the business model perspective that selected 

opportunity has a great market potential.  

So, while from resource-based perspective commercialization largely depends upon 

the technology, its characteristics and benefits towards alternative solution, business 

model view gives more reliable picture and is based upon the idea that science based 

inventions are rarely ready commercializable products (Rogers, 2003) and a lot of 

work needs to be done to make the transition from the technology to product 

customers will buy.  

However, the main problem is that universities operate under completely different 

conditions, systems and values than businesses, so academic entrepreneurs have to 

adjust and fill the gap in their knowledge by creating bonds with industry players 

already from the beginning since this process might be quite long. If the technology 

has the potential to be applied across multiple industries the process becomes even 

more complicated and extended because there is a need to gain the information on 

each of those possibilities.  

Thus, for many universities successful commercialization is not possible because 

they do not develop internal procedures regarding identification and evaluation of 

various business opportunities created by scientific research.  

To describe business opportunity identification theoretical framework also included 

the theory developed by Ardichvili et al. (2003) who identified six main factors 

influencing on the process. Although the researchers do not consider identification of 

business opportunities from the position of academic entrepreneurs, during the 
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empirical studies some of them observed to have significant relevance in this context 

too.  

For example, the close relationship between entrepreneur’s experience, information 

search and entrepreneurial alertness (Ardichvili et al., 2003) encourages 

inexperienced in entrepreneurship technology inventors to search for external sources 

of information, knowledge and competence which could be obtained from industry 

experts, entrepreneurs and venture capitalists. Therefore, researchers need to develop 

strong social networks to achieve this.  

In addition, as it has been specified in previous sub-chapter describing key findings 

information search plays a highly important role especially at the early stage of 

technology development and in case if technology can gain prominence in several 

applications. It is impossible for small university spin off to operate in multiple 

different markets, so the focus needs to be found which has been the main conclusion 

of the last meeting. So, each of the potential application opportunities need to be 

evaluated in terms of the acceptable risks and revenues to generate (Bower, 2003). 

This study agrees with Ardichvili et al. (2003) on the fact that business opportunity 

type itself has a critical meaning for the process especially in the context of science 

based technology commercialization. According to the theory, technological 

inventions developed at universities belong to specific category of business 

opportunity and derive from value creation capabilities.  

So, there is a not finalized solution which needs to be shaped according to selected 

application area and identified market and customer needs. In non-academic world, 

the ideal scenario would be to start with the problem or specific customer need and 

then create an optimal solution to identified problem, however it is vice versa in case 

of university technologies commercialization. Thus, the scope of potential 

application areas should be determined and evaluated in terms of market needs and 

industry trends to find a strategic fit (Spitsberg et al., 2015) and the empirical part of 

the research have followed this logic.  
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Regarding business model and business model evaluation which are key phenomena 

on the thesis the theoretical implications are twofold. First, theoretical framework 

apart from several business model definitions provides main frameworks primarily 

focusing on Chesbrough and Rosenbloom’s (2002) and Ahokangas et al. (2014) 

business models. The first framework is chosen since it is grounded on the idea of 

business model being a mediator between technological invention and economic 

value (2002) while the other one is built around business opportunity (2014) and 

corresponds well with the purposes of this study which concentrates on exploitation 

of unrealized business opportunity created by science based technological invention.   

The evaluation of business models which we connect with evaluation of business 

opportunity developing is covered as well in theoretical framework. It has been 

observed that the academic literature is not rich enough in this area and lacks 

practical tools and certain criteria to assess business models, although the available 

ones are summarized in this thesis. In addition, it is suggested to utilize pitch 

presentations as a tool to evaluate presented business models which has been tested 

in practice and described in the empirical part of the thesis.  

So, we assumed that business model’s and, thus, opportunity’s evaluation part can be 

accomplished through building and articulating business model via oral pitch 

presentation. Pitch presentations or investor pitches are not covered widely by 

current academic literature as well, but the interest towards the topic constantly rising 

and usually relates to the investment opportunities presented to potential funders, 

venture capitalists and customers (Clark, 2008; Mason & Harrison, 2003).  

As it was observed from the final presentation, pitch presentation can be used for 

idea assessment as well as it allows collecting valuable feedback. However, at the 

early stage when the application area for the technological invention is not 

determined yet, building business model and pitch presentation on top of it seems to 

be difficult to accomplish. Most of the audience agreed that building business model 

without selecting the market focus might not be very effective as a start for the 

company.  
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However, pitch itself could be an extremely valuable tool to evaluate the business 

opportunity created around the technological invention developed at university since 

it already has all necessary elements business model consists of. In addition, pitch 

presentation might enable gaining visibility for the invention among potential 

customers and investors. So, the main role of the pitch apart from evaluation in this 

case might be attracting attention towards the invention itself and promoting the 

technological superiority and benefits in front of existing solutions to interested 

parties and potential customers. For this purpose, the content of the pitch should be 

stressed on the business model elements, but rather appealing opportunities the 

invention might create to make potential customers think how they can benefit from 

the technology.    

6.4 Managerial implications 

From managerial perspective, this research suggests some procedures and 

mechanisms to use by university based technology inventors for business opportunity 

identification and evaluation. The interested users of the outcomes of the thesis also 

might include university technology transfer offices or officers as they are mainly 

responsible for the commercialization processes.  

Empirical findings show that it is recommended for researchers to start early in 

searching for and examining potential application areas for the technology involving 

apart from university authorities, other parties as well including experienced 

entrepreneurs and experts in the domains the research relates to and which future 

spin-off might enter. Those interested parties might assist not only in generating 

ideas on where technology can be applied most successfully and recommendations 

on further commercialization, but also they might be interested in continuing running 

business together with technology developers after the launch. This is especially 

critical when technology inventors intend to continue their academic careers within 

universities after company launch. 

Regarding opportunity identification starting early means having enough time to 

consider and evaluate as many application areas for the technology as possible, 

however this is true for those cases where multiple applications for invention are 
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revealed. In the first place, it is important to select those opportunities which match 

required technical parameters, current market needs and industry trends and then 

narrow down the scope with commercialization project ongoing.  

To identify and assess business opportunities related to the technological invention 

extensive market research might be needed which could be challenging if the 

markets technology inventors aim to enter are emerging. Thus, the sources of 

valuable information in that case are established direct relationships with potential 

customers or companies which operate in the area one is interested in. As it was 

proposed during the final meeting effective strategy would be to arrange workshops 

with representatives of those companies to gain important insights on how 

technology could be utilized, how the industry operates and what are their needs. 

Evaluation and choice regarding the application area could be done based on this 

information.  

In this thesis, it was also assumed that pitch presentations could be used to test the 

business opportunities which are based on the business model, however during the 

project it was not possible to justify this assumption to the full extend. The reason is 

that there was a commercialization strategy which presumed not to select application 

area right from the beginning. On the other hand, pitch presentation seems to be an 

effective tool to describe the technology, underline its benefits and business 

opportunities arisen with the technology and attract the attention from potential 

customers who based on their needs might point out the right direction towards 

future commercialization.   

6.5 Reliability, validity and limitations of the study, suggestions for future 

research 

Following research on commercialization of science based technology innovations 

and the evaluation of arisen opportunity has been constructed and carried in a 

thorough and rigorous manner. The theoretical framework of the study includes wide 

range of academic literature and comprehends such theoretical concepts as business 

opportunity and business model in general and in the context of technology transfer. 

Due to broad selected topic, an extensive amount of academic literature was looked 
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through and comprised into the theoretical background, however it is impossible to 

analyze all available sources related to the studies. So, the most important notions 

related to business opportunity identification and business model evaluation in 

addition to the context description (university commercialization) has been described 

to shape the research and give richer perspective on them.  

Once the theoretical framework was developed the research methods and method of 

data collection and analysis were thoroughly thought and implemented during the 

studies. For data collection, action research was selected to allow continuous 

interaction between researcher and other participants and enable the researcher with 

rich first-hand data for further analysis and making reliable findings. In addition, all 

meetings within the project team were mainly constructed in such a way that the 

researcher had a short presentation at the beginning to open the discussion and 

receive a valuable feedback to the main findings obtained during specific period. 

This is a feedback-driven exploration approach to conducting qualitative studies and 

it assists in researching through the wide range of required theories and enables in 

achieving satisfying data which could further gain prominence in practical 

applications (Turke, 2008). 

Criteria required to ensure reliability and validity of the research are explained in the 

methodology chapter. Those include credibility, transferability, dependability and 

conformability and this study was constructed in a way to be able to meet all four 

requirements in a greater or lesser extent. 

First, to guarantee high quality of the study researcher got familiarized to the long-

term project which lasted for six months paying special attention to areas related to 

technological invention’s applicability including its technical parameters, benefits 

and limitations. Such approach allows “long term engagement” between the 

researcher and participants (technology developers) enabling development of mutual 

understanding and establishing trust (Shenton, 2004). The data collected during the 

project was reported precisely in the previous chapter and analyzed properly to 

receive credible results. 
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Although the study is built upon a single case which describes the project of specific 

university technology commercialization, some findings still could benefit to both 

academic entrepreneurs and researchers of university spin-offs and technology 

transfers in general. So, the results of the study could be transferred to other studies 

of a similar kind and applied to other cases of university commercialization within 

this context. However, at the same time the limitations of the study need to be 

acknowledged and taken into consideration. 

Criteria such as dependability and conformability are not of a primary importance if 

applied to this research because it highly depends on the certain context and involves 

a lot of subjective insights and opinions due to the exposure of the researcher into the 

project and selected method of conducting the study which is action research. 

However, as it has been mentioned above the process of doing research has been 

described throughout the paper and can be repeated in other cases with similar 

conditions.   

As far as methodology of conducting research is concerned, despite their advantages, 

action research method and feedback-driven approach have their own limitations. 

They require active participation from numerous participants including technology 

inventors, industry experts and others who might start dominate the research process, 

although the right balance seemed to be achieved to create a process of mutual 

learning and influence which is important for such multidisciplinary researches as 

this one (Boesch et al., 2013). Second limitation of the selected methods might lie in 

the necessity to have as many feedback loops as possible to get reliable data which 

always consumes plenty of time.   

Regarding the recommendations for future research I consider the university-industry 

technology transfer as extremely interesting and important topic to research 

especially in evaluation of commercialization potential of prominent inventions 

developed at universities and research institutions. This research presented some 

findings related to the topic and tried to comprehensively describe the process of 

identification of business opportunity or application area for the technology to 

business model development and evaluation. In addition, study suggested utilizing 

oral pitch presentations as a tool for not only attracting venture capital and other 
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investments, but also for business model and thus business opportunity identification 

and assessment.  

The researched in the thesis phenomena are very relevant now since many 

universities nowadays tend to be not only the sources of academic knowledge and 

human resources, but also generators of university spin-offs contributing to regional 

and national economic growth and development.   
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1 

“Pitch” evaluation sheet (adapted from J. Skyler Fernandes) 

EVALUATION CRITERIA: SCORE: 
Criteria  Description Low to High 

 
Target market  

Target market is large and growing or there is a 
possibility for high priced niche. Potential customers 
segments are well defined 

1 2 3 4 5 

Comments/Notes: 

 

Problem or Need  Customers and needs are real. Customers either have a 
“painful” problem or their needs unfulfilled.   1 2 3 4 5 

Comments/Notes: 

 

Solution & Value 
Proposition 

Solution to customers’ problem has certain advantages 
prior to competitive alternatives. Solution might be 
better, faster, cheaper, simpler, more efficient, more 
convenient and/or of a better quality than other 
solutions on the market. 

1 2 3 4 5 

Comments/Notes: 

 

Traction Customers acquisition and market validation strategy 
is well thought and explained 1 2 3 4 5 

Comments/Notes: 

 

Competition  
Key competitors, products they serve as well as their 
strengths and weaknesses are determined. Barriers to 
entry are explained  

1 2 3 4 5 

Comments/Notes: 

 

Key Operations 
Balance of in-house versus outsourced execution. Key 
operations including marketing and selling activities 
allow reaching and serving customers effectively.  

1 2 3 4 5 

Comments/Notes: 

 

Revenue model Is revenue model clear? Are revenue streams one-time 
or reoccurring?  1 2 3 4 5 

Comments/Notes: 
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Cost structure Costs are predictive and operations are cost efficient 1 2 3 4 5 
Comments/Notes: 

 
Licensing activities 

Can licensing be considered as an option for 
technology transfer and an effective tool to collect 
initial capital? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Comments/Notes: 

 

 
Overall strategy of 
commercialization 

Effectiveness of strategy to have the preliminary step 
before selecting specific market and customer 
segments 

1 2 3 4 5 

Comments/Notes: 

 

Worst score: 9 criteria x 1 = 9 
Total score: Average score: 9 criteria x 3 = 27 

High score: 9 criteria x 5 = 45 

       Next steps and comments: 
 
 

Appendices 2 

Researching 3D scanning market  

Appendix 2A 

The top world’s leaders in manufacturing of 3D imaging solutions in different 

industries 

Company Solutions 

Hexagon AB (Sweden) 

geospatial sensors – laser scanners, airborne cameras and UAVs, 
monitoring equipment, mobile mapping technologies and precise 
(satellite) positioning.  
industrial sensors – stationary and portable equipment for 
measurement and process control in the manufacturing and engineering 
fields  

Faro Technologies, Inc. 
(US) Both geospatial and industrial solutions  
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Nikon Metrology NV 
(Japan) 

Industrial solutions for Automotive, Aerospace, 
Telecommunication/Satellites, Energy, Consumer Goods/White 
Goods/Household Applications, Medical Electronics, 
Universities/Research, Global Manufacturing 

Trimble Navigation 
Ltd. (US) 

Industrial solutions for Agriculture, Construction & Operations, 
Natural Resources, Utilities & Government, Transportation & Logistics 

Topcon 
Corporation (Japan) 

Geospatial sensors for Agriculture, Health & Care and Infrastructure 
(Construction, Surveying, Civil Engineering) 

Sirona Dental Systems Inc. Dental products including CAD/CAM restoration systems, digital 
intra-oral, panoramic and 3D imaging systems.  

Align Technology, Inc. 
(US) 

Design, manufacture and marketing of the Invisalign® system, the 
world's leading invisible orthodontic product, as well as 3D digital 
scanning products and services for orthodontic and restorative 
dentistry. (iTero scanner) 

Perceptron, Inc. (US) 
Industrial solutions - 3D measurement & machine vision system, 
Robotic automation systems (Smart3D™ Portable Scanning for reverse 
engineering, modeling and comparison to CAD) 

Creaform Inc, (Canada) 
Portable CMMs, portable 3D measurement solutions, application 
software platforms and dimensional metrology services for industrial 
applications (quality control, reverse engineering, 3D scanning etc) 

 Riegl Laser Measurement 
Systems GmbH  (Austria) 

Terrestrial, industrial, mobile, bathymetric and airborne laser scanners 
and laser scanning systems. 

 

Appendix 2B 

List of companies received funding for product development  

Company Technology/product Details 

Matterport, US 
3-D scanning camera. Consumers are real 
estate firms that aim to provide a more 
immersive experience for potential buyers 

$30 million Series C funding round 
led by Qualcomm Ventures 

Vayyar 
Imaging, Israel  

Powerful sensor technology for cancer 
detection, robotics, and smart home 
industries. Its sensors see through skin 
and tissue to detect breast or other cancer 
masses, look through walls to detect 
structural foundations, and can track a 
person's location and vital signs as they 
move through a Smart Home 

$22 million USD Series B funding 
round led by Walden Riverwood 

Occipital, US 

3D sensor that scans objects and rooms in 
3D + software developer kit (SDK) that 
lets developers use the sensor to develop 
apps and games with 3D imagery and 
augmented reality. 

a new $13 million round of venture 
funding. The funds come from Intel 
Capital, Shea Ventures, and Grishin 
Robotics, and existing investor 
Foundry Group. 

3D Robotics, 
US 

3D Robotics to mainstream aerial robotics 
and surveying, making advanced UAV 
technology affordable and easy to use for 

$30 million Series B financing round, 
co-led by Foundry Group and existing 
investor True Ventures, along with 

http://www.nikonmetrology.com/en_EU/Applications/Automotive
http://www.nikonmetrology.com/en_EU/Applications/Aerospace
http://www.nikonmetrology.com/en_EU/Applications/Telecommunication-Satellites
http://www.nikonmetrology.com/en_EU/Applications/Energy
http://www.nikonmetrology.com/en_EU/Applications/Consumer-Goods-White-Goods-Household-Applications
http://www.nikonmetrology.com/en_EU/Applications/Consumer-Goods-White-Goods-Household-Applications
http://www.nikonmetrology.com/en_EU/Applications/Medical
http://www.nikonmetrology.com/en_EU/Applications/Electronics
http://www.nikonmetrology.com/en_EU/Applications/Universities-Research
http://www.nikonmetrology.com/en_EU/Applications/Global-Manufacturing
http://matterport.com/
http://www.forbes.com/companies/qualcomm
http://occipital.com/
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its worldwide customer base of businesses 
and individuals.  

participation from existing investors 
O’Reilly AlphaTech Ventures and SK 
Ventures 

Appendices 3 

Potential application areas for 3D solid-state laser scanner 

Appendix 3A 

Autonomous Driving and Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS) 

One of the most promising areas of application relates to the using of real-time 3D 

data acquisition to develop and employ navigation systems for “driverless cars” or 

ADAS. Nowadays, many car manufacturers and their suppliers concentrate their 

R&D efforts on developing vision systems and other technologies to make 

autonomous driving possible. Tech giants including Google, Baidu and, probably, 

Apple aim to enter the market with such vehicles soon and are already testing their 

prototypes, while traditional car manufacturers take step-by-step approach gradually 

developing ADAS into autonomous driving platforms providing different levels of 

vehicle autonomy (Sedgwick, 2014). Typically, there are four levels of vehicle 

autonomy (Figure 7). Today, a growing number of OEMs1 are already selling cars 

(usually premium models) with level 1 and level 2 autonomy and vehicles with level 

3 autonomy will be introduced in the next 2-3 years (Simoudis, 2015a).  

                                                 
1 OEMs – Original Equipment Manufacturers which are the key players in Automotive Value Chain 
assembling all components and producing ready automobiles.  
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Four levels of vehicles autonomy. Source: NHTSA (National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration) 

Driver assistance technologies are being developed over the past ten years and have 

reached a state of technical and product maturity while autonomous driving is a 

relatively recent trend. Both ADAS and autonomous driving cover a wide variety of 

capabilities that make driving easier and safer than ever before.  

Those capabilities include: 

• Eliminating blind spots 
• Avoiding collision with cars, people and other objects 
• Staying in traffic lanes by watching lane markers 
• Tracking vehicles ahead for active cruise control 
• Parking with little or no driver assistance 
• Monitoring traffic signs 
• Providing 360-degree road surveillance to enable automatic lane changes 

(Gordon & Lidberg, 2015) 

Collision avoidance systems build environment maps and based on this information 

assist drivers in either mitigating or avoiding collision with moving or static objects 

(Nilsson, Ödblom & Fredriksson, 2016). Depending on the level of vehicle 

autonomy, they also might make decisions to intervene by using brakes or steering to 

reduce velocity (Nilsson et al., 2016).   
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To ensure above mentioned capabilities car makers and their suppliers are currently 

using an array of less expensive sensors to provide safety, when minimal data, 2D 

and low resolution information is helpful and acceptable (Simoudis, 2015b). For 

more advanced driver assistance and “driverless” cars, however, 3D data, medium to 

high resolution, long range and high speed sensors are needed.  

While impressive solutions (LIDAR2, for instance) are already being provided by 

key suppliers in the area such as Velodyne, Continental, IBEO and others (See the 

Table below), their solutions have certain limitations. Most of them to provide 360-

degree view around the car must use mechanical parts with rapidly rotating laser 

beams which make the final product very expensive, less durable and not appropriate 

for mass production (Usenko, Engel, Stuckler & Cremers, 2015). That is the main 

reason why laser scanning based solutions are not widely implemented into ADAS 

and autonomous driving systems which could be seen from the market projections 

and forecasts. 

Tier-1 suppliers of integrated vision systems for ADAS and autonomous driving 

Tier-1 supplier ADAS application Technologies 
used 

Time of 
introduction 

Partnerships/JVs/ 
Acquisitions 

 
Bosch, 
Germany 

Parking assistance 
systems; 

Autonomous driving 

ultrasound 
sensors, 

stereo&video 
cameras, laser 

scanners 
 

2015 (parking) Tesla Motors, 
Porsche & Google 

(customer list) 

Continental, 
Germany 

Traffic Jam Assist, 
Parking Companion, 
Cruising Chauffeur 

Cameras & 
Radars 

2016-2018 ASC acquired (3D 
flash radar), 

Mercedes-Benz, 
Nissan Motor 

(clients) 
 

Magna, Canada  Lane change 
assistance, reverse 
aid, side blind zone 

assistance 

single camera in 
the windshield 

some ADAS 
applications 

already 
available in 

premium 
models 

 

Apple (?), Tesla 
Motors, Google, 
Mersedes-Benz 

(premium), Honda 
Motor, Hyundai 

Denso, Japan adaptive cruise sonar sensor, --- Toyota, TriLumina 

                                                 
2 LIDAR – Light Detection and Ranging device that measures the distance to the target by 
illuminating it with the laser within certain field of view 
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control, collision 
avoidance assist, 

lane keeping assist 

vision sensor, 
laser sensor etc. 

Corp (investment), 
Morpho (joint 
development 

agreement - image 
processing 

technology) 
 

Hyundai 
Mobis, Korea 

The Autonomous 
Emergency Braking 

Smart Cruise Control 
 

Radar & Camera 2018 --- 

Delphi, UK Adaptive Cruise 
Control, Collision 

Mitigation, Parking 
Guidance, Lane 

Departure Warning, 
Rear and Side 

Detection 

Intelligent 
Forward View 

Cameras & 
Radars 

showed off a 
new 

autonomous 
driving concept 

at CES 2016 

partners with 
Ottomatika, Inc. 

(software 
developer), 

Quanergy (to 
deploy low cost 
LiDAR systems) 

 
Valeo, France precise, secure 

maneuvering and 
parking assistance 

360Vue in 3D: 
multifunctional 
sensor on the 
windshield + 

Park4U 

Some models 
already 

equipped 
(Audi, BMW, 
Citroen, Range 

Rover, 
Volkswagen) 

 

partners with 
Leddar Tech, 

Mobileye, iBEO 

ZF 
Friedrichshafen 

lane keeping and 
forward collision 

warning, automatic 
emergency braking 

 

radars & 
monocular 
cameras 

Some models 
already 

equipped 

TRW Automotive 
acquired 

Mando Corp, 
China 

Lane-keeping 
assistance, Lane 

change assistance, 
Collision damage 

mitigation, Parking 
assistance 

 

Radar & Camera under 
development 

--- 

Autoliv, 
Sweden 

Adaptive Cruise 
Control, Queue 
Assist, Forward 

Collision Warning & 
Braking, Blind Spot 

Detection, Lane 
Departure Warning 

Radar, mono and 
stereo cameras, 

infrared cameras 
based vision 

systems 

most ADAS 
applications 

already 
available 

OEMs (Mercedes-
Benz, 

Volkswagen,  
BMW), 

partnership with 
Volvo, JV with 
Nissan. Autoliv 

seeks acquisitions 
in self-driving 

technology to gain 
competence in 

LiDAR 
 

Total market for collision avoidance sensors is very big accounting for around US $4 

billion in 2015, but what is more important it is dynamic and fast developing market 
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since there will be more demand for autonomous or semi-autonomous vehicles in the 

future. 

Global sales of collision-avoidance sensors. Source: IHS Automotive. 

  2014 2020 
Radar $1.62 billion $4.38 billion 
Camera $1.28 billion $3.93 billion 
Ultrasound $990 million $1.41 billion 
Lidar $52 million $185 million 
Total $3.94 billion $9.90 billion 

As it can be clearly seen from the table LIDAR and other laser based solutions 

market seems to be small especially comparing with other technologies, but 

disruptive cost effective 3d laser scanning technology might take the share of global 

sales from short, medium and long range radars as well as sonar based collision-

avoidance sensors. 

On the other hand, although the market seems to be very promising automotive 

industry is too well established and it needs the long development of relations 

between the participants as well as substantial initial investments which altogether 

create high barriers for entry (Simoudis, 2015a). Apart from that, the potential 

customers and partners for a newly initiated venture will be the big OEMs or Tier-1 

suppliers with billions of dollars’ revenues, numerous patents and in some cases, 

quite aggressive strategies towards new technologies.  

So, new entrants might have a problem of being totally controlled by the bigger 

customer or forced to simply sell the technology or existing patents. In addition, the 

whole development and existence of autonomous driving market is still questioned 

due to safety, legal and economic restraints. Now, Google, Tesla and other 

companies can test their “driverless cars” only with professional drivers and 

engineers on the wheel because per the law the human being must be driving a car 

(Greenblatt, 2016), so the laws should be changed to make autonomous driving legal.  

Also, current infrastructure is human drivers oriented and it needs billions of 

investments to make it computer focused (Greenblatt, 2016). Finally, authorities and 
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general public have concerns over the safety – computers also make mistakes and 

who takes the responsibility on the potential accident then? Most of these questions 

do not have answers right now which make the autonomous driving market highly 

uncertain.    

Appendix 3B 

Collision avoidance and guidance in Heavy Mobile Equipment 

There is many of serious or even fatal accidents happening on working sites caused 

by heavy mobile equipment such as trucks, excavators, tractors, forklifts and other 

machinery (Ren & Wu, 2014). Since driver’s vision is limited and each type of 

mobile equipment is constructed in a way that leaves a lot of blind areas, vehicle 

operator must work under great uncertainty and unawareness of surrounding 

environment. Although trained machine operators can reduce the risks of injuries and 

fatalities on sites, they are not able to eliminate them completely (Fremont, Bui, 

Boukerroui & Letort, 2016).  

 

Common types of heavy mobile machines: (a) excavator, (b) forklift truck and (c) tractor 
(pictures are retrieved from stockvault.net and freedigitalphotos.net 

Fremont et al. define three main types of measures that can be undertaken to avoid 

hazardous situations and their dreadful consequences which are infrastructure design, 

active and passive systems. While infrastructure design might be an efficient way to 

solve the problem in case of large scale projects, it is not very suitable for smaller 

every day operations. A lot of development was done regarding passive safety 

solutions; however, it is only able to decrease the severity of accidents in some cases, 

but not preventing them completely (2016). 

(c) (b)  (a) 
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Thus, proximity and environment sensing systems able to detect objects and workers 

are needed to avoid situations hazardous for both people and company’s property. 

Apart from the safety issues such technologies allow increasing operator’s 

productivity by informing him/her regarding the distances to the objects.  The 

functions performed by the system as well as the technical requirements of the 

technology are a lot like those implemented into ADAS and autonomous driving 

systems.  

However, the speed of the industrial, construction and agricultural machines are 

working with deems to be considerably less than the speed of usual cars. The 

potential solution could be a device inspired by Nokia virtual reality camera which 

has a shape of ball and 360-degree field of view, but instead of conventional cameras 

multiple laser scanner sensors might be installed into the half hemisphere to provide 

360-degree horizontal and 180-degree vertical angle and form “safety curtains” 

around the vehicle.  

Appendix 3C 

Industrial safety: prevention the accidents related to moving parts of machinery 

The survey conducted by Chinniah (2015) identified the causes of accidents which 

take place on working sites because of moving parts of machines and the main 

reason is found out to be an easy access of operators to the equipment. So, one of the 

application areas where laser scanning technology can be very beneficial relates to 

industrial safety and needs the solutions to protect employees from hazardous 

working machines with moving parts. Nowadays, presence sensing devices including 

safety mats, light curtains and laser scanners which detect people within the 

dangerous area of working machines and either stop the machine or give the alert are 

employed.  

Safety mats being the most inexpensive and easy to install solution of all consist of 

multiple points of contact which stop the machine when enough weight is applied to 

them (blog.acdist.com, 2015). Light curtains are widely used devices in 

manufacturing – they are designed for partial (finger, hand, leg etc.) or full body 
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detection and can be offered in different resolutions and heights depending on the 

area to protect (osha.gov, 2015). However, the undoubted drawback is that it is 

impossible for an operator to work in area protected by the light curtains since they 

automatically stop the machine resulting in waste of time and productivity.  

Finally, laser scanners are employed to ensure the industrial safety when working 

with hazardous machines which are optoelectronic systems creating a scanning field 

around the machine with one or more safety zones that can be configured by the user 

(ab.com, 2016). For example, if the device is programmed to have two safety zones, 

the interruption of the first one can give the alert and that of second safety zone stops 

machine completely. So, laser scanners are very efficient and the only solution with 

programmable scanning field, but most customers are restrained to install laser 

scanners because of their high current price (ab.com, 2016).    

Taking into consideration all the alternative solutions which have their own 

advantages and disadvantages industrial safety market and protection of machine 

operators from accidents could be potential application area for 3D solid-state laser 

scanner since it is cost effective, user-configurable as current laser scanners and 

relatively small, so that it could be easily moved to protect other areas. 

Appendix 3D 

Drone vision  

Drones or Unmanned Aerial Vehicles or Systems (UAV/UAS) traditionally have 

been used primarily for military purposes, however nowadays the focus is gradually 

shifting towards new applications, for example aerial photography, surveillance, 

aerial mapping and delivery. According to Mcfadyen and Mejias, UAVs have several 

advantages in front of piloted aircrafts, especially in case of certain situations.  

First, they can operate for longer periods and, thus, longer distances without making 

pilots tired and distracted. Second, the costs of operating UAVs are significantly less 

than those of piloted aircrafts because of reduced man power and associated costs 

and, finally they can operate in dangerous or hazardous for people environments 
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(2016). However, despite all these benefits the commercial use of drones is still 

highly limited due to the regulations and concerns over the safety which according to 

National Air Space agency in US has to be equivalent or better than safety provided 

by piloted vehicles (Zhu, Cheng & Yuan, 2016). 

To enhance the widespread adoption and use of UAVs in different areas and 

overcome the resilience of authorities innovative “sense and avoid” vision systems 

seem to be the only reliable solution. Although the technology is already matured as 

in case with automotive industry where vision systems perform the same functions of 

collision avoidance, the technologies needed for drones have certain specifics. With 

“sense and avoid” systems drones build the free of obstacles and potential causes of 

collisions paths in three dimensional spaces (Zhu, Cheng & Yuan, 2016). “Sense and 

avoid” systems could be both cooperative and non-cooperative, however we 

advocate for non-cooperative approach to UAVs because cooperative ones can be 

efficient and fully accomplish the required functions only in case if they are 

implemented into every UAV and other aerial vehicles (airplanes, balloons, 

helicopters, etc.).   

Following challenges such as limited payload delivery, absence of access to power 

sources and diverse weather conditions must be addressed to successfully cultivate 

the vision systems capable of collision avoidance and complying with required 

norms and regulations (Mcfadyen & Mejias, 2015).  Sensor technologies or sensor 

fusions already mentioned in previous sub-chapter for implementing into “driverless 

cars” or driver assistance systems are utilized for “sense and avoid”, although the 

requirements are somewhat different.  

Mcfadyen and Mejias in their comprehensive study regarding autonomous vision-

based “sense and avoid” systems highlight the most important technology 

requirements. First, field of view should be minimum at ±110° in azimuth 

(horizontal) and ±15° in elevation (vertical) to respond to general requirements 

which in most cases is not possible for a single camera or sensor to fulfill.  

Next, according to the survey, the influence of different weather conditions such as 

rain, dust and high background radiation on the system’s ability to detect objects 
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need to be acknowledged. There is no commonly accepted requirement for range yet, 

however for mid-air UAVs it usually accounts for thousands of meters which is quite 

challenging to achieve with current resolution of technology. But the commercial use 

of small UAVs weighting less than 25 kg allows maximum ranges around 100 meters 

to avoid collisions with static objects (Mcfadyen & Mejias, 2016).  

Keeping in mind all the requirements for the system for which not only superior, cost 

effective and light weight technology, but also efficient algorithms and software are 

needed, developing “sense and avoid” system seems to be a difficult task for one 

company to accomplish. So, one of the potential scenarios for new entrants to the 

drone industry is to cooperate with big drone manufacturing companies such as DJI.  

Appendix 3E 

Drone detection 

On the rise of drone industry contributes to the development of new markets. The era 

when UAVs are going to be widely used not only in military, but also civil purposes 

is coming soon with drones related technologies getting more matured (for example, 

collisions avoidance solutions), the need to protect ourselves from drone intrusions 

might also occur. This adds a new dimension to security industry and opens a huge 

market of Aerospace Security.  

The market research institute Markets & Markets predicted for anti-drone market a 

CAGR of almost 24 percent and a value of $1.14 billion in 2022 (dedrone.com, 

2016). The forecasted sales include drone detectors protecting industrial plants 

against terror, espionage and unwanted publicity, protection of governmental 

buildings against terror, smuggling and espionage and protection of residential areas 

against aerial imagery or unwanted publicity. 

Current technologies to ensure the protection from UAVs include passive visible 

imaging, passive thermal imaging, active time-of-flight systems (for instance, 

LIDAR), acoustic based systems, radio frequency emission and radar based systems 
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each of which has its own strengths and weaknesses (Birch, Griffin & Erdman, 

2015). See the table below for more detail on current technologies.  

Current technologies used in drone detection. (Source: Sandia Report. UAS 

Detection, Classification, and Neutralization: Market Survey 2015) 

Technologies Advantages Disadvantages 
Passive visible imaging 
(UV, visible, NIR) 

Singular units inexpensive;  
Numerous commercial options; 
Flexibility with FOVs 
 

Low target contrast possible;  
Requires an active illumination at 
night 

Passive thermal 
imaging 

Works well at night;  
Less susceptible to weather 
degradations 

Most UAS have low thermal 
signature;  
Requires an additional modality for 
large volume search 
 

Active ToF systems 
(LIDAR) 

Very accurate distance 
measurements; 
Capability to operate both day and 
night 
 

Expensive; 
Time consuming 

Acoustic based sensors Inexpensive Unknown maximum detection 
range; 
Wind might change max range 
 

RF emission Relatively inexpensive;  
Most commercial drones emit 
easily detectable signals 
 

Cannot address a quiet threat 

Radar based systems Versatile technologies to detect and 
track targets of a variety of size 
over kilometers of distance 
 

Identification can be difficult with 
just radar 

Magnetic detection 
systems 

Can detect UAS if substantially 
large metal parts are used 

Demonstrably poor performance 
for long term monitoring in high 
consequence; 
Costly 

Emerging consumer segment of drone detection market aiming to protect individuals, 

small and average companies could be a target audience for 3D laser scanning based 

“safety curtains” mentioned above, but military objects, stadiums, large industrial 

objects would be hard to cover with the current range (up to 50 m).  

 

Appendix 3F 

3D Gesture Control  
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3D gesture control is considered to be more advanced and convenient way of human-

computer interaction gaining prominence in various applications such as immersive 

3D games, virtual and augmented reality, images management in operating rooms, 

presentations and many others (Rautaray & Agrawal, 2012).  The gesture control 

market is highly competitive and developed market and the technology development 

achieved high level of maturity.  

Nevertheless, some emerging applications might require more sophisticated systems 

with advanced features. For example, for more immersive 3D gaming experience 

developers might provide full body control and opportunity to interact with the 

computer from different distances in wide space.  

Other interesting application area within gesture control might be using technology 

as a presentation tool manipulating the images, slides, videos and other multimedia 

content (Yin & Davis, 2014). For this and other applications based on gesture inputs 

not only the technical requirements of given technology are important, but also the 

software and algorithms which prescribe the user interaction perspective including 

diverse gesture inputs categories to control computers, time of response and other 

parameters (Yin & Davis, 2014).  

The use of gesture control technologies in operating rooms is vindicated by the need 

to support sterile environment and hands of the surgeons and their assistants. 

According to the survey conducted by Wipfli et al., there are several ways how to 

manipulate and manage computers and other necessary equipment in operating 

rooms avoiding direct touch with contaminated surfaces. First, surgeons might use 

the operators to do this work which is time consuming and not efficient. Second, it is 

also possible to cover all the equipment with sterile coverage, although this might 

decrease the usability. There are other ways as well, but all of them are quite 

difficult, still containing high risk of contamination and not satisfying to the full 

extend. Thus, gesture input seems to be the most reliable and efficient way to control 

the computers during operations stemming from the fact that surgeons might 

themselves search for the areas of their interest staying sterile (Wipfli, Dubois-

Ferrière, Budry, Hoffmeyer & Lovis, 2016). 
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Appendix 3G 

Smart Home applications 

De Silva, Moricawa and Petra in their research define smart home as “a home-like 

environment that possesses ambient intelligence and automatic control, which allow 

it to respond to the behavior of residents and provide them with various facilities” 

and they define several approaches to building smart homes (2012:1313).  

First category of smart homes collects the data on the health conditions and well-

being of the residents and takes actions based on this data. Those smart homes, for 

instance, can provide care and support to children and elderly people. In the second 

category, the management of various multimedia devices in the center of the focus, 

while the third makes security issues the cornerstone of the concept. Finally, smart 

homes with automated control over the heating, ventilation and air conditioning 

(HVAC) systems are getting more and more popular emanating from arising 

concerns over the resources shortage and utilities consumption control as well as 

mere desire for comfort (De Silva et al., 2012). 

Cost effective 3D imaging technologies might contribute to all those categories. For 

example, 3D imaging system might sense the environment, track the movements of 

elderly people inside the house in real time and detect the fall or similar movements 

indicating potentially hazardous situations where the assistance might be needed 

(Juang & Wu, 2015). It is especially important nowadays since most developed 

countries should face the ageing societies’ problem and take care of increasing 

number of elderly people.    

Also, data acquired by 3D scanners allows presence and occupancy detection which 

then might be utilized to manage automated climate control, heating and lighting 

systems.    

The market of smart homes and components for them is highly differentiated and the 

competition is harsh. In addition, the development of complicated smart home 

systems is hard to accomplish with efforts of a single newly initiated company, so in 
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most cases new entrants tend to serve already established big players – system 

integrators.  

Appendix 3H 

Forest Inventories Management 

Protection of the forest resources and their rational use for manufacturing purposes 

has turning to be very important especially because of increasing demand for wood 

and space for agricultural crops. Thus, the data on quantity and quality of forest 

sources need to be collected and evaluated properly for further management.  

3D laser scanning technologies have great potential to be implemented into the 

systems which gather and analyze the data on forest inventories since it is the only 

way to directly produce 3D data. Raw data including the height of the trees and the 

diameter at the breast height (Kangning et al. 2012) is represented by 3D point 

clouds of surfaces which could either be considered as a final product or serve as a 

basis for further value added data analysis related products (Zhang & Lu, 2011).  

There are specific key technical requirements for the systems acquiring 3D data. 

First, the precision and accuracy should be at less than 1 cm level to respond to the 

requirements and produce considerably precise point clouds useful for further 

analysis. Second, laser scanners used for forest management usually provide 360 

degree horizontal and between 80 and 135-degree vertical field of view (Zhang & 

Lu, 2011). However, those systems (LIDAR, for example) use rapidly rotating laser 

beams to provide wide angle what makes them less durable, bulky and quite 

expensive for forest experts to purchase. Another important parameter is range and 

laser scanners to be used in forest applications should obtain from 20 to 200 m 

(Zhang & Lu, 2011). High range requirements are prescribed by necessity to 

establish laser scanners on aerial vehicles and gather data from far distances.  

If fulfilling the required parameters airborne 3D laser scanning systems deem to be 

the ideal solution for forest inventory data collection and analysis. 
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Appendix 4 

Pitch content 

Pitch structure Content 

Introduction Today I am going to tell you about an amazing 3D technology – SSLS 

which has been developed for quite many years already by circuits and 

systems research team headed by professor Kostamovaara. 

Business opportunity In the future, we hope to manufacture small and low cost product based 

on this technology able to make 3D images of the environment in real 

time and deliver it to a large group of customers. So, our customers 

would be able to implement the product into their own systems to 

accomplish different tasks from collision avoidance to gesture control 

depending on the application. 

 

The market for the future product is very large and what is more 

important it’s developing at a very high pace. Right now, 3D imaging 

market accounts for around $5 billion and it is going to achieve $17 

billion with CAGR of 27%. 

Solution But let me tell you more about the technology. It scans an object or 

environment and produces 3D images of them as point clouds which 

could be used further on using special software in different applications.  

 

The technology has set of certain parameters. It can operate both indoors 

and outdoors, day and night within around 30 m of range. It has high 

accuracy and resolution which gives us 3D imaged of high quality, 

consumes relatively small amount of power which is especially important 

in certain applications where devices do not have a constant access to the 

sources of power. Finally, scanner is able to catch 3D data on a fly 

because of high framerate and has a wide angle.  

 

The technology is built upon time-of-flight principle. Sensor module 

consists of transmitter and receiver. Transmitter generates high energy 

short pulse of photons which illuminates the scene within field of view. 

Some photons reflect from the target and return to be detected by a 

receiver. The depth of the object or environment is calculated based in 

the time it took for photons to go to the target and back.    

Competition There are quite different technologies to make 3d scans. For example, 
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sonars, radars and lidars which are based on reflected ultrasounds, radio 

waves and laser beams respectively.  

 

And they are extensively used by key players in the area including few of 

the companies you see on the screen. For example, velodyne tier-2 

supplier is an absolute leader in providing lidar solutions.  

 

Comparing these competitive solutions with ours it is worth to say that 

the most important advantage is solid state nature of the technology, 

meaning that it does not have any moving parts which creates a number 

of other benefits. First, the final product can be very small, as small as 

the matchbox. It also can be mass produced at lower costs. Both 

parameters are critical and highly demanded by industrial customers. 

Finally, it is very durable and scalable – technology is not limited to the 

parameters I mentioned, so the performance can be improved with the 

time. 

Business model As I already mentioned there is a vast number of application areas for the 

technology. It could be integrated into collision avoidance and driver 

assistance systems to sense the environment in 3d. One of the related is 

also heavy mobile equipment guidance. Almost the same functions as 

collision avoidance are needed to be accomplished for guidance of small 

unmanned vehicles or drones, however the technical requirements for the 

technology is a lot different, the parameter of critical importance is the 

weight and the size of technology. Next, high range and wide field of 

view allows not only gestures capture, but also full body control, so that 

we could play, for example, more immersive 3D games. Other 

applications might include smart home systems to control climate, 

lighting, heating, etc. based on the presence sensing, robotics to automate 

the processes in manufacturing, for example, reducing man power and 

associated costs. And finally, the intrusions to homes, offices and other 

property by outsiders could be prevented with the help of technology.  

 

Such a wide range of applications gives us a freedom of choice which 

direction to choose and which customers to serve. However, at the same 

time we should identify the most prominent vertical or verticals to go for 

to build sustainable and successful business based on the technology. But 

to do so we do not have enough knowledge on each specified market, 

background insights on the customer segments and their needs. 

 

So, two-fold business model is going to be implemented, so that before 
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going to a specific market we have an intermediate step.  At the early 

stage of company development, we will have two revenue streams 

coming from licensing the technology protected by the package of core 

and secondary patents and second, direct sales of the product based on 

the technology to groups of customers across different industries. The 

product would consist of the sensor module which produces 3d data, 

however we cannot do anything with this data unless we have a software 

to analyze it that depends on the application. But we did not define the 

application area, that is why we will provide customers with SDK, so that 

customers could develop their own software depending on their needs 

and verticals they operate in. The main target of direct sales is to track 

where customer demands come from and select the vertical based on this 

information. 

 

The most potential licensees are automotive manufacturers and their 

suppliers, because most of them are highly interested in acquisitions and 

partnerships with high tech companies developing low cost laser 

scanning technologies to gain competence in them and integrate in their 

own systems.  

 

In few upcoming years the technology is going to be developed further –

new prototypes with improved image resolution will be introduced in 

2018. Meanwhile, searching for potential licensing partners and platform 

development should be initiated already very soon to start selling the 

product to customers and select the vertical further on. 

The pledge I would like to finish my presentation with rough estimation of finances 

which would be needed for launch and business development. Main cost 

drivers are platform development and product manufacturing which are 

going to be outsourced to external partners and marketing and selling 

costs.  
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